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Abstract
This study focused on web forming at a 5–10% consistency range, termed Ultra High Consistency
(UHC). The study continued work done by Gullichsen with his research groups (1981–2007) and
combined it with the HC forming research done by Valmet (HC, 1999–2004). The hypothesis was
that by utilizing a rotor to fluidize suspension and a wedge to eliminate the free jet and thus
prevent reflocculation, web forming at UHC is feasible at commercial speeds.
The research method was experimental. The bulk of the research was conducted at pilot scale.
A new UHC headbox was designed and mounted on a pilot former. The key elements of the
headbox are the rotor and the wedge. As fluidization forms the base for UHC forming, this was
evaluated at the pilot former using image analysis. In addition, fluidization was studied using a
laboratory-scale device. Besides basic paper analysis, X-ray microtomography and sheet splitting
methods were utilized to analyze the sheet structure.
The results show that forming is possible within the focus area, 5–10% consistency and
machine speeds of 150–600 m/min, although the operation potential of the UHC former is even
wider. The results demonstrate that the wedge is needed for successful UHC forming, but the rotor
is not required, providing the flow rate is sufficiently high. This indicates that various forces
induced by the flow itself can be adequate to fluidize suspension for forming.
The critical Reynolds number of full fluidization was found to be 200–250. The Reynolds
numbers were estimated utilizing the linear dependencies found between the apparent viscosity
and consistency, using the maximum mean flow velocities inside the headbox, and neglecting the
possible rotation of the rotor. The corresponding critical flow velocities at 10% consistency are 12
and 19 m/s for a eucalyptus and pine pulp. The velocities are on average 70 and 60% lower than
those given in the literature (40–50 m/s).
The results reveal that the fiber orientation of UHC sheets is planar, the floc size of the web
increases with consistency, the internal bond increases linearly with the floc size, and the tensile
strength appears to decrease with increasing floc size. In consequence, it is postulated that the
increase in the out-of-plane strength at the expense of in-plane strength with the consistency
increase results from a more flocculated structure.

Keywords: bleached kraft pulp, board, fiber suspension, floc size, flocculation,
fluidization, forming, headbox, imaging, paper, sheet structure, ultra high consistency,
X-ray tomography
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Tiivistelmä
Tutkimus keskittyi rainanmuodostukseen 5–10 % sakeudessa. Sakeusalue nimitettiin ultra korkeaksi (lyhenne UHC). Tämä työ jatkoi Gullichsenin ja hänen tutkimusryhmiensä tutkimustyötä
(1981–2007) ja samalla yhdisti sen Valmetin tekemään suursakeusrainaustutkimukseen
(HC, 1994–2004). Työn hypoteesina oli, että käyttämällä roottoria massan fluidisoimiseen
sekä ns. wedgeä eliminoimaan vapaa suihku ja estämään jälleenflokkaantuminen,
rainanmuodostus UHC-sakeudessa on mahdollista kaupallisissa nopeuksissa.
Tutkimusmetodi oli kokeellinen. Pääosa tutkimuksesta suoritettiin koekonemittakaavassa.
Uusi UHC-perälaatikko suunniteltiin ja asennettiin koeformeille. Perälaatikon pääelementit ovat
pyörivä roottori ja wedge. Koska fluidisointi muodostaa UHC-rainauksen perustan fluidisointia
evaluoitiin koekoneella käyttäen kuva-analyysiä sekä tutkittiin lisäksi käyttäen röntgenmikrotomografia ja arkin halkaisu -metodeja.
Tulokset osoittavat, että rainaaminen on mahdollista määritellyllä fokusalueella, 5–10 %
sakeudessa ja konenopeudella150–600 m/min, joskin UHC-formerin toimintapotentiaali on vieläkin laajempi. Tulokset osoittavat, että wedge tarvitaan onnistuneeseen UHC-muodostamiseen,
mutta roottoria ei tarvita, mikäli virtausnopeus on riittävän suuri. Tämä tarkoittaa, että virtauksen aikaansaamat voimat voivat itsessään olla riittäviä massan fluidisoimiseksi rainaamista varten.
Täyden fluidisaation kriittisen Reynoldsin luvun havaittiin olevan välillä 200–250. Reynoldsin luvut arvioitiin käyttäen löydettyjä viskositeetin ja sakeuden välisiä lineaarisia riippuvuuksia, päävirtauksen maksiminopeuksia perälaatikossa ja jättäen huomioon ottamatta mahdollinen
roottorin pyöriminen. Reynoldsin lukuja vastaavat kriittiset virtausnopeudet 10 % sakeudessa
ovat eukalyptus- ja mäntymassalla 12 ja 19 m/s. Nopeudet ovat keskimäärin 70 ja 60 % pienempiä kuin kirjallisuudessa annetut (40–50 m/s).
Tulokset osoittavat, että UHC-arkeissa kuituorientaatio on tasomainen, rainan flokkikoko
kasvaa sakeuden kasvaessa, palstautumislujuus kasvaa lineaarisesti flokkikoon kanssa, ja vetolujuus näyttäisi laskevan flokkikoon kasvaessa. Näin ollen esitetään, että sakeuden kasvaessa
tapahtuva palstautumislujuuden kasvu tasolujuuksien kustannuksella johtuu flokkaantuneemmasta rakenteesta.

Asiasanat: arkin rakenne, flokkautuminen, flokkikoko, fluidisoituminen, kartonki,
kuitususpensio, kuvantaminen, paperi, perälaatikko, rainaaminen, rainanmuodostus,
röntgentomografia, sellu, suursakeus

The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new
discoveries, is not “Eureka!” (I found it!), but “That’s
funny …” ―Isaac Asimov
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Abbreviations
A
C
Cm
ch
DH
d
L
m
ṁ
N
P
Q
r
Re
T
t
V
v

Area (m2)
Fiber consistency (%)
Concentration of fiber mass (-)
Specific heat of suspension (kJ/kg K)
Hydraulic diameter (m)
Diameter (m)
Fiber length (mm)
Mass (kg)
Mass flow rate (kg/s)
Crowding number (-)
Perimeter (m)
Volumetric flow rate (l/s = dm3/s)
Radius (m)
Reynolds number (-)
Temperature (ºC)
Time (s)
Volume (m3)
Velocity (m/s)

bdmt
CD
Euca
Freeness
GEO
HC
LC
MC
MD
Par.
Rev.
SR

Bone dry metric tons
Cross direction (of a paper machine)
Eucalyptus
A measure of the drainability of a pulp suspension
Geometric property, √(MD property x CD property)
High consistency, forming (C ≈ 3%)
Low consistency, forming (C < 2%)
Medium consistency, suspension rheology (C ≈ 6–20%)
Machine direction (of a paper machine)
Parallel (rotation direction relative to the mean suspension flow)
Reverse (rotation direction relative to the mean suspension flow)
Schopper-Riegler degree (°), a measure of the drainability of a pulp
suspension
Standard deviation
Ultra high consistency, forming (C = 5–10%)
Supported forming zone

stdev
UHC
wedge
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X-μCT
2D
3D

X-ray microtomography
Two-dimensional
Three-dimensional

α
εF
μa
ρ
θ
τy
τd
ϕ
Ω
ω

Digging angle (°)
Power dissipation per unit volume (W/m3)
Apparent viscosity (Pa· s)
Density (kg/m3)
Orientation angle, out-of-plane (°)
Yield stress (Pa)
Disruptive shear stress (Pa)
Orientation angle, in-plane (°)
Circular frequency of a rotor (1/s)
Coarseness (mg/m)
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Introduction

Ultra high consistency (UHC) forming is a technology to simplify and compactify
the wet end of paper machines. (Cichoracki, Gullichsen, & Paulapuro, 2001) UHC
forming technology would also enable the production of heavy grade fiber products
in a simple manner, with a single headbox, which opens prospects for the
continuous production of various new wood fiber based products.
1.1

Background

105 A.D. is cited as the year when paper was invented in China. It is said that Cai
Lun, a subject and official of the Eastern Han Emperor Ho-di, broke the bark of a
mulberry tree into fibers and pounded them into a sheet. By the 9th century,
papermaking was known throughout the Orient. In the 8th century, as a result of
war between the Chinese and Arabs, paper spread into the Islamic world.
Papermaking was then diffused across the Islamic world and into Southern Europe.
Modern papermaking began in the early 19th century in England with the
development of the Fourdrinier machine, which produces a continuous roll of paper
instead of single sheets. Since that time, several gradual developments in
papermaking have been introduced, and the width and speed of paper machines
have increased tenfold: the width of paper machines from 1 m to 10 m and the
maximum running speed from 200 m/min up to the present 2000 m/min. (Lindgren,
2000; Silkroad Foundation, 2012)
However, even today, commercial paper and paperboard are formed from low
consistency (LC) fiber suspensions (with a fiber mass fraction of typically between
0.5 and 1.5%). Low consistency is needed to ensure good formation, the good
uniformity of a fiber network. The high level of dilution makes the short circulation
of paper machines large and energy intensive. An increase in forming consistency
would simplify and compactify the wet end of paper machines, resulting in
significant economic and environmental benefits: reduced storage, piping and pump
size, energy savings in pumping, and less dewatering needed, resulting in a shorter,
simpler, and less expensive paper machine. (Cichoracki et al., 2001)
Increasing forming consistency has been studied over forty years. The prior
high consistency (HC) research (e.g., Grundström, Norman, & Wahren, 1973;
Malashenko, 1998a, 1998b; Nomura, Wada, & Shimizu, 1989a, 1989b, 1989c;
Sandgren, 1996; Waris, 1988) has focused on a consistency of about 3% while
utilizing traditional technology, i.e., the flow channel of the headbox was modified
17

for high consistency, but the forming technology was otherwise unchanged. In 2001,
Cichoracki et al. introduced a new concept for forming at a higher consistency range,
namely 5–12%. Their concept was based on fluidization research at the higher
consistencies (e.g., Gullichsen & Härkönen, 1981; Hietaniemi & Gullichsen, 1995).
The new forming concept utilized a rotor. The rotor fluidizes the pulp, disrupts flocs,
and spreads the pulp across the machine. Webs of grammage 275–1000 g/m2 were
produced at speeds up to 60 m/min. After modification, webs of grammage 400–
500 g/m2 were produced at speeds up to 300 m/min. (Bencs, 2001)
The present study continued the forming research at the higher consistencies
started by Cichoracki et al. (2001) and Bencs (2001), and concurrently combined it
with knowledge from HC forming research done by Valmet (1999–2004,
unpublished). This research approached forming at the higher consistencies as
follows:
–

–
–

–

1.2

The consistency target was 5–10%. To emphasize the difference in consistency
with the prior HC forming, forming at a higher consistency range of 5–10% was
termed Ultra High Consistency (UHC) forming, following Manninen,
Gullichsen, and Paulapuro (2007);
Similarly to Cichoracki et al. (2001) and Bencs (2001), the new UHC headbox
has an active element, a rotor, to fluidize and deflocculate the suspension;
The free jet was eliminated in order to maintain the fluidized state and thus
prevent reflocculation. From the slice opening of the headbox a fiber suspension
flows into a forming zone bordered by a slice plate on one side and a bottom wire
on the other side. The supported forming zone is known as the wedge and has
been developed by Valmet; and
The design speed of the new UHC pilot former was 600 m/min or 300 m/min
when the grammage was above 600 g/m². The machine speed target is within
the commercial range of pulp drying lines and board machines.
Hypothesis and objectives

The hypothesis of this thesis was that by utilizing the rotor to fluidize a suspension
and the wedge to prevent reflocculation, UHC suspensions can be fluidized and
formed into sheet at commercial speeds.
The objectives of this thesis were
–
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To evaluate the feasibility of UHC forming at commercial speeds. The process
was considered feasible if, at this first stage, uniform webs were produced;

–
–

1.3

To provide knowledge on the fluidization of the UHC suspensions, as
fluidization forms the very basis of the UHC forming; and
To determine the effects of selected process parameters on forming at UHC
and on selected sheet properties.
Research methods

The research approach was experimental. The rheological behavior of wood fiber
suspensions is complex. Fibers within a suspension differ in length, shape, and
composition. Therefore, fiber characteristics are described in a statistical manner
or by their effectiveness in forming the desired paper sheet structures or properties.
Consequently, fiber suspension research focuses on experimental and macro
models. (Duffy, 1997)
The research was carried out mainly using a pilot machine. The UHC pilot
former offered a platform for studying dependencies between the forming process
parameters and sheet properties at a commercial speed range. The effects of the
process parameters on forming were evaluated by floc size analysis and selected
paper analysis. Besides this, the 3D structure of the sheet was evaluated using Xray microtomography and sheet splitting methods. In addition, the fluidization of
the UHC suspensions was studied using a laboratory-scale device.
1.4

Scope of the thesis

This thesis was based on an extensive research project on the UHC forming method.
The research project covered a wider area than that included here. The pilot
machine trials consisted of two phases, preliminary trials with 274 test points, and
primary experiments with 88 test points. This thesis covers the latter and selected
parts of the former. The scope of this thesis is specified below.
The aim of the preliminary trials was to commission the UHC pilot former, to
examine its operational potential, and to determine feasible process parameters for
the primary experiments. From the preliminary trials, the observations on the
effects of headbox geometry on forming and the potential operation range of the
UHC pilot former were included.
The primary experiments and this thesis focused on UHC web forming at a 5–
10% consistency and machine speeds of up to 700 m/min.
The emphasis of this thesis was on fluidization, as it lays the foundation for
UHC forming. Without a sufficient state of fluidization, the wedge would be of no
19

use. At the pilot machine, the state of fluidization was described by the state of
flocculation, which in turn was described by the average floc size. The average floc
sizes of the suspension flowing inside the headbox and of the formed web were
evaluated utilizing an image analysis method. In addition, the fluidization of the
UHC suspensions was studied in a laboratory-scale device, where the fluidization
points together with the corresponding power dissipations and apparent viscosities
were determined. The laboratory-scale fluidization studies also covered the
slushing consistency of the UHC suspensions used, i.e., the fluidization of the
suspensions was measured within a consistency range from 3 to 10%.
The formation of paper is known to be affected by several parameters. In this
study, the effects of the following process parameters were considered: consistency,
headbox flow rate (flow velocity inside the headbox), headbox geometry, including
the speed and rotation direction of the headbox rotor, and fiber length with the
following assumptions: the focus was on hardwood pulp (eucalyptus); besides this,
softwood pulp (pine) was used to show the effect of fiber length and also to
demonstrate the operation of the UHC forming method with longer fiber. Other
parameters affecting formation were excluded. Unbeaten and unmixed fiber
material without any additives was chosen, because the first commercial
application aimed for was pulp drying lines. However, the results related to pulp
drying lines are confidential and, therefore, were excluded.
The properties of paper are described using various standard measurements
depending on the application of the paper. This thesis concerned only the very basic
properties of paper sheets: formation, in-plane tensile strength, and internal bond.
Other standard properties were excluded. Formation was evaluated using visual
evaluation and when applicable (grammage below 400 g/m2) using beta formation
measurement.
The 3D structure of selected sheets was evaluated using X-ray
microtomography and sheet splitting. The X-ray microtomography analysis was
utilized to determine the fiber orientation within the sheet samples. Other 3D
properties were excluded. The sheet splitting technique was utilized to evaluate the
overall 3D structure of the sheet samples.
As this research focused on UHC web forming, the papermaking process
operations before and after forming were excluded, i.e., this study did not cover
areas such as stock cleaning or web drying.

20

1.5

Outline of the thesis

This thesis will consist of five chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction.
Chapter 2 provides a literature review. Chapter 2.1 lists some consistency
ranges used in papermaking and define those used in this thesis. Chapter 2.2
discusses rheology, flocculation, and the forming of fiber suspensions. However,
due to the limited number of UHC publications, the subjects will be approached
from the knowledge of LC suspensions, including knowledge of higher
consistencies when available. Chapter 2.3 gives a review of past HC and UHC
forming research. Lastly, Chapter 2.4 presents three non-standard analysis methods
used for evaluating flocculation and/or sheet structure, namely image analysis, Xray microtomography, and sheet splitting.
Chapter 3 introduces the experimental equipment and the measuring and
analysis methods used. Chapter 3.1 describes the laboratory-scale rotary shear
device and the measurement method for evaluating the fluidization points and the
corresponding apparent viscosities of the UHC suspensions. Chapter 3.2 introduces
the UHC pilot former, UHC headbox, and wedge. The bulk of the research was
conducted at pilot scale. Chapter 3.3 describes the trials using the UHC pilot former
and Chapter 3.4 presents the visualization equipment and analysis methods used.
Chapter 4 gives the results. Chapter 4.1 summarizes general observations on
the operation of the UHC pilot former. Chapter 4.2 presents the fluidization points
and the corresponding apparent viscosities of the UHC suspensions obtained with
the laboratory shear device. Chapter 4.3 describes the flocculation both inside the
UHC headbox and of the formed web. The flocculation results are used with the
obtained apparent viscosities to evaluate the conditions for full fluidization inside
the headbox. Chapter 4.4 provides the basic paper properties of the UHC sheets and
their dependence on the selected process parameters. Chapter 4.5 represents the 3D
structure of the UHC sheets quantified by X-ray microtomography and sheet
splitting.
Chapter 5 discusses answering the research questions, summarizes the
theoretical and practical implications of the findings, and gives recommendations
for future studies.
1.6

Author’s contribution

The author’s contribution to this thesis can be summarized as follows:

21

–

–
–

–
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The author participated in designing the new UHC headbox and the new
approach system for the pilot machine, and planned the modifications of the
laboratory-scale shear device. The author commissioned the UHC pilot former,
including, for example, defining appropriate measuring and sampling methods
and equipment;
The author planned and conducted the experimental research with both the
pilot-scale and laboratory-scale equipment;
The mass and paper analysis was outsourced and done at different paper
laboratories: the standard mass analysis was done at the laboratory of the
Anjalankoski Paper Technology Center, the standard paper analysis at the
Laboratory of Paper Technology at Aalto University, the floc size analysis and
sheet splitting at the VTT Technical Research Center of Finland, and the X-ray
microtomography analysis of the sheet samples in the Department of Physics
at the University of Jyväskylä. The author analyzed all the results and drew the
conclusions; and
The author provided new knowledge on the rheology and forming of UHC
suspensions, as well as on the property and structure of the UHC sheets.

2

Literature review

The literature review starts by introducing some typical consistency ranges of
papermaking, and defining the terminology and consistency ranges used in this
work. Then, the rheology of fiber suspensions is addressed; what is needed to create
flow (exceeding yield stress) and in web forming (fluidization). Next, the concepts
of flocculation and formation are introduced. The flocculation of fibers affects the
forming process and thus formation. Formation is one of the most important quality
characteristics of paper, because many other paper properties are known to depend
on it. Then, forming at high consistency (HC) and ultra high consistency (UHC)
are presented as a review of past works. The literature review is completed by
introducing the three non-standard measurement methods used, namely, optical
imaging, X-ray microtomography, and sheet splitting.
Rheology, flocculation, and fiber suspension forming have had extensive
research. For example, Kerekes (2006) provides an overview of recent rheology
research with 150 references, to which Derakhshandeh, Kerekes, Hatzikiriakos,
and Bennington’s review (2011) adds another fourteen references; Norman and
Söderberg’s (2001) “Overview of forming literature, 1990–2000” gives 324
references; whereas Hubbe (2007) summarizes effect of hydrodynamics and
polyelectrolytes on flocculation with 202 references. Of these 690 references 69
are referred to in more than one of the overviews, resulting in 621 separate
publications in these four reviews alone.
The published literature on UHC forming is scarce: Bencs (2001), Cichoracki
et al. (2001), and Manninen et al. (2007). In addition, the literature covering the
rheology and flocculation of higher consistency suspensions is fewer in numbers
than the literature concerning low consistency (LC) suspensions. The main
contribution on higher consistencies has been made by Bennington, Duffy,
Gullichsen, and Kerekes with their research groups. Due to the limited number of
publications, the subject of UHC rheology and forming almost starts from the
knowledge on LC suspensions, including knowledge on higher consistencies when
available.
2.1

Consistency ranges

Papermakers use the concept of (fiber) consistency C (%) when referring to the
mass concentration of fibers in a suspension. Consistency is defined as
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100% =

C=

100%,

(1)

where Cm (-) is the fiber mass concentration, mf (kg) the mass of the fiber, and mtot
(kg) the total mass of the suspension. In this work, the terms consistency and mass
concentration are used interchangeably to refer to the fiber mass in a suspension.
If the gas content of the suspension is high, it is useful to use volumetric
concentration Cv (-) in place of mass concentration Cm (-). The two are related as
follows
Cv =

(

+

+

)

,

(2)

where ρf (kg/m3) is the density of the fiber, ρw (kg/m3) the density of the water, ρb
(kg/m3) the bulk density, Xw (kg water/kg fiber) the water absorbed within the fiber
wall, and VL (m3/kg fiber) the volume per unit mass of the hollow channel in the
middle of the fiber referred to as a lumen. (Derakhshandeh, 2011)
In papermaking, fiber suspensions are processed over a wide range of
consistencies. For example, laboratory hand sheets are formed at a 0.017%
consistency, commercial paper is typically formed at 0.5–1.5%, pulp is mixed and
refined at 3–4%, and pulp is often stored at a 10–15% consistency. (Kerekes, 2006)
In the forming section, the consistency of the web increases to 15–25% as the water
is drained, and instead of consistency the term dry solid content is then used.
Fiber suspensions are often categorized as being of low, medium, or high
consistency. However, the consistency ranges are not strictly defined, and the usage
of the terms varies. For example, Gullichsen and Härkönen (1981) define the range
of low consistency as 0–6% and medium consistency as 8–15%; Kerekes,
Soszynski, and Tam Doo (1985) classify the range of low consistency to cover
consistencies from 0 to 8%, and medium consistency from 8 to 20%; and Seth and
Bennington (1995) define medium consistency as a range of 8–14%. In web
forming, the term low consistency (LC) typically refers to a consistency below 2%,
while high consistency (HC) refers to a consistency of about 3%. However,
Cichoracki et al. (2001) call a consistency range of 5–12% high consistency.
Following Manninen et al. (2007), a forming consistency range of 5–10% is termed
here ultra high consistency (UHC).
In this work, consistency ranges are referred to according to those given by
Table 1 for web forming. In addition, medium consistency (MC) will be used
alongside with UHC when suspension flow and flocculation are discussed, because
of the common usage of MC in the literature on the sub-subjects.
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Table 1. Typical terminology for the consistency ranges used in web forming, in this
study, and in suspension rheology.
Term (abbreviation)

Consistency (%)
Web forming and this study

Low consistency (LC)

C≤2

Medium consistency (MC)
High consistency (HC)
Ultra high consistency (UHC)

2.2

Suspension rheology
C ≤ 6–8
6–8 ≤ C ≤ 14–20

C≈3
5 ≤ C ≤ 10

Rheology of fiber suspensions

Rheology is the science of the deformation and flow of matter. A liquid is a material
that will continuously change its shape, i.e. will flow, when subjected to a given
stress. A solid is a material that may deform, but will not do it continuously when
subjected to a given stress. Fluids which follow the linear law of resistance are
called Newtonian fluids. Gases, water, and many common liquids fall into this
category. Fluids which do not follow the linear law of resistance to flow are called
non-Newtonian fluids. Their viscosity depends on their shear rate and/or shear rate
history. There are many fluids whose viscosity significantly deviates from the
Newtonian model: Bingham plastics behave as a solid at low stresses, but flow as
a viscous fluid at high stresses; the viscosity of pseudoplastics decreases with the
rate of shear strain; the viscosity of dilatants increases with the rate of shear strain;
thixotropic liquids become less viscous over time exposed to shear; and rheopectic
liquids become more viscous over time exposed to shear. (Barnes, Hutton, &
Walters, 1989)
Papermaking fiber suspensions are special inhomogeneous multiphase fluids.
They do not fall into any of the conventional Newtonian or non-Newtonian models
listed above, but their rheology is more complex.
Papermaking fiber suspensions typically consist of a suspending medium
(water), wood fibers, fines, fillers, and gas (air). Further, wood fibers have a
propensity to entangle with each other, forming local mass concentrations, flocs
and networks. As a consequence, wood fiber suspensions have unusual
characteristics, including a combination of relatively large particle sizes, wide size
distribution, varying shapes, pliability, compressibility, and general heterogeneity.
In consequence, the mechanisms of shear for a fiber suspension depend on flow
rate, fiber concentration, and the state of the suspension, which in turn depend on
fiber population, fiber type, and the pulping process utilized to make the fibers.
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Because of the complex interactions, the understanding of fiber suspension
rheology is still incomplete. (Cui & Grace, 2007; Derakhshandeh et al., 2011; Duffy,
1997; Duffy, 2003; Kerekes, 2006)
Fig. 1 depicts the difference in the shear stress-shear rate dependence of
Newtonian, time-independent non-Newtonian liquids, and wood fiber suspensions.
Fig. 1 also illustrates the yield stress (τy) and disruptive shear stress (τd) of a fiber
suspension. They are discussed in the following sub-chapters.
A

B

Fig. 1. A) Typical shear stress-shear rate curves of Newtonian and time-independent
non-Newtonian liquids (redrawn from Wilkinson, 1960). B) Typical shear stress-shear
rate curve of fiber suspensions, also illustrating the yield stress (τy) and disruptive
shear stress (τd) of a fiber suspension (reprinted by permission from Gullichsen and
Härkönen, 1981 ©Authors).

2.2.1 Yield stress
Yield stress (τy, depicted in Fig. 1) is the most important rheological property of
fiber suspensions. Unless the yield stress is exceeded, a fiber suspension does not
flow, but exhibits a solid-like behavior illustrated in Fig. 2. This shows a eucalyptus
suspension sample at a 10% consistency. The sample has just been dropped from a
sampling device into the bucket. As seen, the suspension sample behaves like a
loose solid rather than a fluid.
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Fig. 2. A eucalyptus suspension sample at a 10% consistency.

The yield stress of a fiber suspension is difficult to measure. A fiber suspension is
a structured and inhomogeneous network. Therefore, network rupture takes place
in the weakest zone. This results in yield stress measures significantly below the
network average or below the value for a non-flocculated suspension. (Andersson,
Ringnér, & Rasmuson, 1999) In addition, wall effects may interfere and a measured
yield stress may reflect friction rather than being a true property of suspension.
(Duffy, 2000) Despite the difficulties, various measurements have been carried out
by different researchers to define yield stress, as reviewed, for example, in Kerekes
et al. (1985) and later in Derakhshandeh, Hatzikiriakos, and Bennington (2010).
All the researchers have found that the dependence of yield stress on consistency
is exponential.
Kerekes et al. (1985) provide the following equation for the yield stress of a
fiber suspension τy (Pa):
τy =a

,

(3)

where C (%) is the consistency, and a (Pa) and b (-) are the constants for a given
pulp. The value of a varies from 1.8 to 24.5, and the value of b from 1.69 to 3.02.
The specific values for some wood species are reported in the literature.
Wikström and Rasmuson (1998) investigated the effects of processing
conditions on yield stress. They report that yield stress increases with increasing
fiber length, coarseness, freeness, and Kappa number, while decreasing with
increasing temperature, and is fairly independent of acidity. Ventura et al. (2007)
modeled fiber suspension rheology and report that yield stress depends strongly on
consistency, but also on fiber length and temperature. The effect of consistency and
fiber length is positive, but the effect of temperature is negative. A positive effect
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denotes that an increase in one parameter causes an increase in the other. Dalpke
and Kerekes (2005) evaluate correlations of fiber property on yield stress, but
cannot find one with comparable accuracy. Therefore, they recommend the use of
the above correlation (Eq. 3) with appropriate constants.
Effect of air
At high mass concentrations, air is often present as a third phase, which complicates
the rheological behavior of fiber suspensions even further. (Kerekes et al., 1985)
Dosch, Singh, and Stenuf (1986) provide data for the maximum possible air content
for various pulps at a 3–20% consistency range, illustrated in Fig. 3. The increase
in the maximum air content is rapid above a consistency of 10–15%.

Fig. 3. Maximum air content of pulp as a function of consistency (redrawn from Dosch
et al., 1986).

Bennington, Azevedo, John, Birt, and Wolgast (1995) measured the apparent yield
stress at high air contents. They give the following equation:
τy =0.31

.

(1 −

)

.

.

,

(4)

where C (%) is the consistency, Φg (-) the volume fraction of the gas phase, and A
(-) the fiber axis ratio. The correlation is valid for both mechanical and chemical
pulps at a consistency range of 0.4–50% and an air content range of 0–90%.
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2.2.2 Pipe flow
LC and HC suspensions
Several flow regimes have been clearly recognized for fiber suspensions flowing
in relatively large pipes, commonly used for transporting fiber suspensions in
industry. Fig. 4 depicts the flow regimes and the corresponding friction loss as a
function of velocity, and Fig. 5 illustrates an artist’s view of the flow regimes.

Fig. 4. Flow regimes and the friction loss as a function of velocity for a fiber suspension
in pipe flow (redrawn from Derakhshandeh, 2011).

Fig. 5. Illustration of various flow regimes (redrawn from Gullichsen and Härkönen,
1981).

In plug flow, the suspension moves as undisturbed plug while only the layer near
the wall is under shear. Plug flow exists even at relatively low fiber consistencies,
starting at consistencies of 0.3–0.5%, and at low flow velocities. The plug flow
regime has several sub-regimes depending on the flow velocity: As the flow
velocity increases, first, fibers and loosely held flocs break loose from the plug.
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Within this rolling friction sub-regime, fibers move into the annulus between the
wall and the plug, acting like rollers there; Then, a thin continuous water annulus
develops between the plug and the wall. Within this laminar annulus sub-regime,
the friction loss decreases with increasing flow velocity; Finally, the flow within
the annulus becomes turbulent. Within this turbulent annulus sub-regime of the
plug flow, the friction loss increases with increasing velocity. With even higher
velocities, turbulence intensifies and the fiber plug decreases. More fibers are
broken loose from the plug and the friction loss for the suspension drops below that
of water, which is known as (turbulent) drag reduction. The drag reduction makes
fiber suspensions unique, different from conventional particle systems whose
friction loss is usually higher than that of water. At even higher velocities, the whole
suspension becomes turbulent, and its friction curves parallels with that of water.
(Duffy, 2000, 2006; Duffy, Titchener, Lee, & Moller, 1976; Gullichsen & Härkönen,
1981; Kerekes & Douglas, 1972)
Jäsberg (2007) utilized multiphase modeling together with new experimental
techniques to study the flow behavior of LC fiber suspensions in a pipe with a
diameter of 40 mm. Jäsberg found that, except in the case of very low velocity,
there is a fiber-less lubrication layer next to the pipe wall. The direct numerical
simulation shows that transverse inertial lift forces drive fibers away from the wall.
The laser-optical measurements reveal that the thickness of the lubrication layer is
less than 1 mm. The findings suggest that hydrodynamic lift forces play a
significant role in the behavior of the plug flow, especially in the near-wall region.
In relatively small pipes, the mechanisms of fiber suspension flow are found to
differ from those seen in larger pipes. Duffy (2006), Duffy and Abdullah (2003),
and Duffy and Ramachandra (2005) studied the flow behavior of LC suspensions
in pipes with a diameter of between 4 and 30 mm. They found that the smaller the
channel, the more the friction curve of the suspension aligns with the respective
water curve, but without the appearance of drag reduction even at relatively high
velocities (10 m/s). As the pipe diameter increases, the friction curve starts to
resemble more and more the above-mentioned, conventional behavior seen in large
pipes. Duffy and Ramachandra (2005) conclude that, in relatively small pipes,
fibers are not free to move, but the plug structure is retained even at high shear rates.
UHC suspensions
In practice, the UHC fiber suspension flow in a pipe is plug flow. The velocity
gradient across the plug is zero and shear is confined to the narrow region adjacent
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to the pipe wall. At low velocities, the fiber plug drags against the pipe wall and the
predominant mechanism of flow resistance is solid-solid friction. At this range, the
pipe friction loss is essentially independent of velocity. At higher velocities, the
friction loss behaves similarly to LC, but the losses are much higher. However, it is
difficult to estimate the friction loss of a UHC suspension due to the elasticity of
the fiber network and the possible presence of air. The elasticity exerts an additional
radial force on the pipe walls and the air makes the suspension compressible. (Duffy,
1995; Duffy, Longdill, & Lee, 1978; Francis & Kerekes 1992; Longdill & Duffy,
1988)
Disruptive shear stress
Disruptive shear stress (τd illustrated in Fig. 1) depicts the onset of drag reduction,
i.e., the point where permanent plug disruption starts. Duffy and Titchener (1975)
studied pipe flow and propose the following empirical correlation for disruptive
shear stress τd (Pa):
τd =K

,

(5)

where C (%) is the consistency, and K (Pa) and α (-) are the constants for a given
pulp. For a bleached pine kraft pulp they found α and K to be equal to 2 and 27.
The equation was applied to LC, yet has later been confirmed to be applicable to
MC conditions as well. (Song & Duffy, 2001)
Critical velocities
Duffy (1995) provides the following equation for the onset of drag reduction
.

=1.22

,

(6)

where vd is the velocity (m/s) and C the consistency (C = 8–20%). The equation is
valid for chemical softwood (kraft pine). According to the equation, the velocities
of drag reduction are 12 and 31 m/s for 5 and 10% consistency suspensions.
Hemström, Moller, and Norman (1976) found, when pumping an unbeaten
unbleached kraft pulp through a 100-mm pipe, that the onset velocity of turbulence
can be expressed by the following equation
=1.8

.

,

(7)
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where vt is the velocity (m/s) and C the consistency (C = 0–5%). According to the
equation, the transition velocity of a 5% suspension is 17 m/s.
Gullichsen and Härkönen (1981) extrapolate from Eq. 7 that a 10% suspension
would require velocities of up to 40–50 m/s before complete turbulence can occur.
They note that such an “exceptionally high velocity suggests that turbulence is not
created by flow velocity, but by utilizing shear between surfaces in relative motion,”
i.e., fluidization would need an active element. ‘Fluidization’ is defined in the
following sub-chapter.
Francis and Kerekes (1992) studied the flow of MC (C = 5–14%) fiber
suspensions through a valve. The similarity of the measured flow characteristic of
the suspensions with water indicates that the suspensions are fluidized in the valve.
However, the higher consistencies require higher pressure drops over the valve.
Duffy, Ramachandra, and Xu (2004) conclude from the data that the critical
velocity of fluidization at a 13% consistency is 45–60 m/s.
2.2.3 Fluidization in rotary devices
Definition of fluidization
The usage of the term fluidization varies in the papermaking literature. The term
has been used to describe, for example, complete turbulence, transition in a flow
pattern, or fluid-like behavior. To attain fluidization, the yield stress needs to be
exceeded throughout the suspension. The stresses necessary for this can generally
be attained in the turbulent state. For the reason, the terms fluidization and
turbulence, especially, have been used interchangeably for pulp suspensions.
(Derakhshandeh, 2011)
The usage of the term fluidization has been criticized because in chemical
engineering the term applies in particular to fluidized bed chemical reactors, where
solid particles are individualized, separated, and supported by gas traveling
upwards so that the two-phase system behaves as a fluid. (Duffy, 1995)
Bennington and Kerekes (1996) suggest a more generic definition for pulp
suspensions than that used in chemical engineering. They suggest that fluidization
describes a situation where a system behaves like a fluid due to relative motion
among solid particles. In a fluidized state, a suspension exhibits properties of a fluid:
it flows when sheared, it transmits pressure in all direction, it has pressure energy
and the ability to recover it from kinetic energy – an important feature which allows
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the use of centrifugal pumps instead of displacement pumps and which allowed the
development of centrifugal MC pumps. (Gullichsen, Härkönen, Niskanen, Kujala,
& Reponen, 1984)
Fluidization of fiber suspensions may occur at a floc or fiber level, i.e.,
fluidization consists of relative motion between flocs or individual fibers. (Kerekes,
2006) Both Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994) and Bennington, Kerekes, and Grace
(1991) found that there were flocs even in the fluidized state. Thus, fluidization is
not a synonym for homogeneity.
Although the definition of fluidization remains somewhat arbitrary, it is clear
that pulp suspensions can be made to behave as fluids in process equipment.
Therefore, fluidization in this context is an important and useful concept for
engineering purposes. (Bennington & Kerekes, 1996; Kerekes, 2006)
In this work fluidization means a state of the suspension in which its flow
resembles that of the suspending medium, water, as determined by Gullichsen and
Härkönen (1981). The state requires relative motion among the particles, flocs or
individual fibers, in the suspension as defined by Bennington and Kerekes (1996).
To avoid confusion in terms, fluidization or fluidized state is used below regardless
of which term is referred to in the original studies.
Fluidization of UHC suspensions
Gullichsen and Härkönen (1981) were the first to identify the conditions under
which MC (C = 5–15%) pulp suspensions can be fluidized (Bennington et al. 1991)
They utilized a concentric cylinder shear tester to study the behavior of MC
softwood kraft pulps (pine). Fig. 6 presents a typical measured shaft torque as a
function of rotor revolution.
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Fig. 6. Torque vs. rotational speed as recorded with a shear tester (reprinted by
permission from Gullichsen and Härkönen, 1981 ©Authors).

Gullichsen and Härkönen (1981) report that a discontinuity is observed when the
rotational speed increases to the point where the shaft torque of the suspension is
approximately equal to the torque of water. At that point, the whole vessel content
enters a vigorous state of turbulence, i.e., the suspension is fluidized. They
confirmed fluidization using high speed imaging. Above the fluidization points, the
torque curve of the suspension is parallel with the curve of water. In Fig. 6, the
fluidization points are depicted by black dots. Gullichsen and Härkönen conclude
that there is no fundamental difference between LC and MC fiber suspension with
regard to their response to shear forces. As a practical consequence, all operations
performed in LC should be operable in MC, providing that the fluidized state is
maintained.
Almost contemporarily with the MC fluidization studies, Gullichsen,
Härkönen, and Niskanen (1981) showed that MC suspensions can readily be
transported by centrifugal pumps, providing degassing is included. Later,
Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994, 1995, 1996) continued research on the
fluidization of MC suspensions. Overall they conclude that up to a consistency of
10–12%, the behavior of fluidized MC and LC suspensions is practically equivalent.
In consequence, all LC operations, including web formation, should be possible in
MC (C < 10–12%).
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Power dissipation of fluidized UHC suspensions
The quantification of fluidization is difficult due to the challenges in measuring
velocities within pulp suspensions. Therefore, indirect measurements are applied.
The most common parameter measured is power dissipation per unit volume,
introduced by Wahren in 1979 (as cited in Kerekes, 1996). A viscous fluid flow
produces energy dissipation as a result of irreversible friction at molecular level. In
fiber suspensions, the smallest such element is fiber, and therefore energy
dissipation reflects the degree of relative motion among fibers. (Kerekes, 1996)
Various researchers have measured the power dissipation of suspensions in a
fluidized state. The following studies utilize similar apparatus and the same
criterion for the onset of fluidization, that defined by Gullichsen and Härkönen
(1981):
Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994) measured power dissipation from
temperature rise
=

/

,

(8)

where εF (W/m3) is the power dissipation per unit volume, ch (kJ/(kg K)) the
specific heat of the suspension, ρ (kg/m3) the density, ΔT (ºC) the change in
temperature, and t (s) time. Hietaniemi and Gullichsen express power dissipation
as a ratio between the dissipated and input energies. They found that the ratio is
approximately constant (0.75) up to a consistency of about 10%, above which the
ratio increases rapidly, and further, that the rate of power dissipation is a few
megawatts per cubic meter. The exact values vary with rotor speed, being 1.9
MW/m3 for a rotor speed of 2750 rpm.
From Gullichsen and Härkönen’s data (1981), Bennington and Kerekes (1996)
obtain the following expression for power dissipation
= 3.4 × 10

.

,

(9)

where εF (W/m3) is the power dissipation per unit volume and C (%) the consistency.
For a 10% consistency suspension, the equation gives a power dissipation of 0.85
MW/m3.
Bennington and Kerekes (1996) measured the power dissipation of never-dried
semi-bleach kraft pulps with varying vessel geometry and have found the following
expression for the onset of floc level fluidization
= 4.5 × 10

.

(

⁄

)

.

,

(10)
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where C (%) is the consistency, d2 (m) the diameter of the housing, and d1 (m) the
rotor diameter. The correlation is valid for 1.3 < d2/d1 < 3.1 and 1.0 < C < 12.6%.
From the above equation, they extrapolate that fluidization on the fiber level would
require an order of magnitude greater power than that measured by Hietaniemi and
Gullichsen (1994). For floc level fluidization of a semi-bleach kraft they determine
the following equation
= 1.5 × 10

.

,

(11)

where C (%) denotes consistency. Accordingly, the power dissipation of a 10%
consistency suspension is 4.7 MW/m3.
In addition, Wikström, Rönnmark, and Rasmuson (2002) have introduced the
following correlation for the onset of fluidization based solely on the physical
properties of fiber
= 1.3 × 10

(

⁄

)

.

[kW/m3],

(12)

where Itot is the total moment of inertia and Vsheared the sheared volume. They note
that the correlation gives values similar to those given by Gullichsen and Härkönen
(1981).
2.2.4 Apparent viscosity
The term apparent viscosity is used to denote that this viscosity is not a
characteristic property of a suspension, but a property of its state. The transition of
a fiber suspension from solid-like to fluid-like behavior is a complex rheological
process and depends greatly on the geometry of the vessel in which it occurs.
(Bennington et al., 1991)
Power dissipation is proportional to viscosity and shear rate. The apparent
viscosity of a fluidized suspension μa (Pa s) is typically, for example by Hietaniemi
and Gullichsen (1994), estimated as
=

(

/

) ,

(13)

where v (m/s) is the velocity and y (m) the distance where the shear occurs.
LC and HC suspensions
Chase, Donatelli, and Walkinshaw (1989) studied the effects of freeness and
consistency on the apparent viscosity of hardwood (mix of birch, aspen, and maple)
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and softwood (mainly spruce) fiber suspensions over a range of consistency of 0.5
to 3.5%. They found that the apparent viscosity increases linearly with consistency.
Further, the apparent viscosity of hardwoods decreases linearly with freeness,
whereas the apparent viscosity of softwoods increases initially and then decreases
with increasing freeness. They report that at a 1% consistency, the apparent
viscosity is 0.5–3 mPa·s for hardwood and 2–4 mPa·s for softwood, depending on
the freeness, and that at a 3.5% consistency, the apparent viscosity is 2–9 mPa·s for
hardwood and 4–9 mPa·s for softwood.
Silveira, Ferreira, and Lobo (2002) measured the apparent viscosity of
bleached eucalyptus and pine kraft pulps as a function of fiber length and
consistency. They fractionated the pulps, used three to four different fiber lengths
for each pulp type, and varied consistency between 0 and 1.2%. They found that
the apparent viscosity of each suspension increases with consistency and fiber
length. Further, they found that the apparent viscosity of eucalyptus pulp is more
dependent on the consistency than the viscosity of pine pulp. At a 1% consistency,
the apparent viscosity of eucalyptus is 29–50 mPa·s, and the apparent viscosity of
pine is 20–40 mPa·s, depending on the mean fiber length.
UHC suspensions
Gullichsen and Härkönen (1981), Bennington et al. (1991), Hietaniemi and
Gullichsen (1994, 1995), and Bennington and Kerekes (1996) all utilized similar
concentric cylinder shear testers with about the same dimensions of rotor and
housing. They obtained the following results for the apparent viscosities of
fluidized UHC fiber suspensions
1.
2.

3.

Gullichsen and Härkönen measured that the apparent viscosity of bleached
kraft pine at a 10% consistency is 7 Pa·s;
Bennington et al. found that the apparent viscosity of semi-bleached kraft at a
10% consistency is 16 Pa·s. They note that this value is of the same order of
magnitude as that estimated by Frazier in 1988. Frazier gives 10 Pa·s for a 20%
consistency suspension inside a refiner;
Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994) measured that the apparent viscosities of
bleached kraft pine and birch pulps are between 3 and 7 Pa·s, depending on the
consistency and rotor speed. They note that below a consistency of 10%, the
apparent viscosity is practically independent of consistency and its values are
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4.

5.

between 3 and 5 Pa·s, whereas above 10%, the apparent viscosity increases
rapidly with consistency;
Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1995) report that the apparent viscosity of
bleached kraft pulp is dependent on consistency, yet the dependence is weak
below a consistency of 10%. They give values between 4.4 and 4.7 Pa·s for
consistencies between 0 and 10%; and
Bennington and Kerekes found that the apparent viscosity of semi-bleached
kraft depends on approximately consistency cubed (C3.1). Their estimation
gives a value of 0.22 Pa·s for a 5% consistency suspension and a value of 1.9
Pa·s for a 10% consistency suspension.

For a general comparison, the viscosity of liquid honey, glycerol, and water at room
temperature is 101, 100, and 10-3 Pa·s, respectively. (Barnes et al., 1989) Thus, the
order of magnitude of the apparent viscosities of fluidized UHC suspensions are
about the same as the viscosity of liquid honey or glycerol, and about three orders
of magnitude higher than the values for water; or two to three orders of magnitude
higher than the above given values for LC and HC suspensions.
Modification of viscosity
Scott and Zauscher (1997) studied the effects of high molecular polymers
(sodiumcarboxymethyl cellulose, CMC and polyethlyeneoxide, PEO) on an
extrusion process of recovered papers with high filler contents and high
consistencies (C = 15–40%). They utilized a twin-screw extruder. The extruder is
a positive displacement pump which produces very high shear stresses to disperse
feedstock and pumps it through a cross-sectional shaped die. They found that small
added amounts (1–3% by dry fiber weight) of polymers dramatically reduce the
viscosity of the feedstock and enhance fiber dispersion. They note that without the
added polymer, the torque of the extruder is unstable and extremely high, whereas
with the added polymers the torque levels are stable and reduce by approximately
50%.
Later Scott, Simonsen, Klingenberg, and Zauscher (2000) continued the pulp
extrusion study at high consistency (30% solids). They note that the viscosity of
the suspension needs to be within suitable limits and therefore the appropriate
application level of the polymer is critical. Further, they note that the addition of
fillers has a positive impact as they reduce viscosity.
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2.3

Flocculation

The term flocculation can mean either a state of flocculation within a fiber
suspension or a process of fibers entangling into a floc. (Norman & Söderberg,
2001) This section presents a survey of literature on the latter, floc formation,
disruption, and reflocculation as they affect the former. Later, this work will
concentrate on the former, the state of flocculation within suspensions.
A well-known characteristic of wood fiber suspensions is their tendency to
form flocs, or local mass concentrations. The solids of papermaking fiber
suspensions consist of wood fibers, fines, and fillers. The flocculation of wood
fibers occurs mainly due to mechanical processes, while the flocculation of fines
and fillers is due to colloidal chemical processes. The former has an important
influence on paper formation, but barely influences the retention of fines and fillers,
whereas the latter influences retention, but in most cases has no significant effect
on the sheet formation. (Blanco, Negro, & Tijero, 1998; Chen, Tatsumi, &
Matsumoto, 2002; Hubbe, 2007) The sub-chapters below concentrate on fiber
flocculation. Flocculation of fines and fillers is reviewed, for example, by Blanco
et al. (1998) and Hubbe (2007).
2.3.1 Regimes of fiber suspension flocculation
Mason (1950) defines a critical concentration where fibers star to interact: when
there is less than one fiber within a volume swept out by the length of a single fiber.
Kerekes et al. (1985) extend the concept of critical concentration to the more
general case: N fibers may exist in this volume swept out by a single fiber. Kerekes
and Schell (1992) present that the dimensionless crowding number N can be
calculated from the suspension mass consistency C (%), fiber length L (mm), and
fiber coarseness ω (mg/m) using the following approximate formula:

N≈

5 C L2
ω

.

(14)

According to Kerekes and Schell (1992), three regimes of fiber contact can be
detected, as given in Table 2. Martinez et al. (2001) identify a sub-regime within
the semi-concentrated regime, and defined it as a gel crowding number with a value
of 16. They postulate that below the gel value, fiber suspensions exhibit dilute
behavior, whereas above the gel value, fibers interact, but are not completely
immobilized.
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Table 2. Fiber suspension regimes (modified from Kerekes and Schell, 1992 and
Martinez et al., 2001).
Regimes

Type of fiber contact

N

Dilute

Chance collision

N<1

Semi-concentrated

Forced collision

1 < N < 60

- Gel point
Concentrated

Ngel=16
Continuous contact

N > 60

It has been accepted that the flocculation potential of a LC fiber suspension is
characterized by the crowding number (e.g., Celzard, Fierro, & Kerekes, 2009;
Derakhshandeh et al., 2010; Huber, Roux, Mauret, Belgacem, & Pierre, 2003;
Kiviranta & Dodson, 1995; Kiviranta, 1996). However, dissentient evaluation has
also been reported (e.g., Lee, Youn, Lee, & Jeong, 2007).
Commercial papermaking occurs in a range of crowding numbers between 16
and 60. Above a crowding number of 60, fibers in the suspension form a continuous
network. (Derakhshandeh et al., 2011) Thus, for ordinary eucalyptus and pine pulps,
the limiting consistency, where a continuous network structure forms, would be
around 1.5% and 0.34%. For general comparison, the crowding numbers of
ordinary eucalyptus and pine pulp at a 10% consistency are 400 and 1800.
2.3.2 Floc formation
In practice, wood fiber suspensions are never uniform, but highly structured and
inhomogeneous. Freely moving single fibers exist only at extremely low
concentrations or in intense shear fields.
Papermaking fibers have length to diameter ratios in a range of 20–100. As a
consequence, in shear flow they collide in rotation and translation. With increasing
consistency of suspension, the nature of contacts changes from occasional
collisions, to forced contacts, and to continuous contacts, i.e., single fibers form
into fiber bundles, flocs, and fiber networks. Fiber bundles are unstable loose
structures which easily disentangle and reform, while flocs are locally higher mass
concentrations of fibers. Fibers and fiber flocs can form a network, which usually
takes the shape of the vessel or conduit at lower flow rates. (Derakhshandeh et al.,
2011; Duffy, 2003; Kerekes, 2006)
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Transient and coherent flocs
Flocs are considered to be either transient or coherent by nature. Transient flocs
exist in a state of equilibrium, first described by Mason (1948), where flocs are
formed and disrupted by hydrodynamic forces. This can happen either at low
consistency in the dilute range (N < 1) or in a fully dynamic state where the shear
stresses are sufficient to rupture all the flocs completely. Coherent flocs are defined
as those which persist as identified entities in the flow in which they form. (Kerekes
et al., 1985)
The most common floc-forming flow in papermaking is decaying turbulence
(Kerekes, 2006). Kerekes (1983) postulates that coherent flocs form and densify
when transient flocs in dynamic equilibrium drift to zones of lower shear
insufficient to disperse flocs. Soszynski and Kerekes (1988) identify that coherent
flocs appear from transient flocs where deceleration and turning take place.
Kerekes (1995) proposes further that local crowding, aided by bending from flow
turning, creates strong bending forces which impart coherence to flocs.
Hämäläinen and Hämäläinen (2010a) simulated floc size evolution in a
turbulence generator and in the slice channel of a headbox. They introduced a
simulation approach based on the population balance method, which predicts floc
sizes and their distribution. They found good agreement with the simulated and
experimental data. Further, the simulated results show that the floc size increases
with accelerating flow.
Flocs may form in flows other than decaying turbulence. It has been reported
that in 1966 Jacquelin (as cited in Kerekes et al., 1985) formed dense flocs, which
were virtually compacted balls of pulp, by rotating pulp in an inclined cylinder.
Later, Lee (1973) found that floc formation in such a rolling method has two phases,
network truncation and compaction: first, the network breaks into aggregates; then,
these aggregates compact into well-defined and dense flocs with substantial
strength. In addition, Duffy and Ramachandra (2005) found that an extrusion-like
flow of LC suspension (C < 2%) into to a small channel (d < 8 mm) produces either
a single axial floc or multiple end-to-end cylindrical flocs depending on the fiber
length.
Mechanical interaction
Kerekes et al. (1985) describe the forces acting on the fiber contacts as
electrochemical, bending, hooking, and surface tension. In practice, the chemical
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effect on flocculation is minor, but some chemical additives may change the
situation, as reviewed, for example, by Hubbe (2007).
Bending is found in a concentrated regime. To be held in a floc by bending, a
fiber needs at least three contacts with other fibers. The contacts prevent the fiber
from straightening, causing normal forces on the fiber surface. The normal forces
induce frictional resistance to lock the fiber. (Kerekes, 2006)
Hooking forces are important in the dilute regime. They are caused by the
mechanical entanglement of a fiber. The presence of air at high fiber concentrations
may introduce a third force. The air-water-fiber interface at fiber interstices adds
surface tension force to the normal forces already present. (Kerekes, 2006)
Schmid, Switzer, and Klingenberg (2000) developed a particle level simulation
technique which incorporates fiber flexibility, irregular fiber equilibrium shapes, and
frictional fiber interactions. Their simulation confirms that fibers flocculate without
any attractive forces and floc formation occurs through an elastic interlocking
mechanism.
Floc formation at higher consistencies
Wagle, Lee, and Brodkey (1988) suggest that at higher consistencies floc formation
by collision does not apply, but floc formation results from network disruption and
floc compaction. Thereby, floc formation is a size-reduction process: a fiber mat
separates into flocs; then the flocs interact to rearrange internal fibers and remove
loose surface fibers to form their final stable size and shape. The compaction of
flocs also reduces their ability to further flocculate.
Grundström et al. (1973) found that in decaying turbulence after fluidization
HC suspensions form a continuous floc (network) as wide as the paper machine
and infinite in length.
Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1995) utilized high speed video to study floc
disruption of UHC suspensions in a rotary device. They observe that below the
fluidization point, suspensions appear non-uniform with large clearly discernible
flocs, while in a fluidized state, suspensions appear distinctly more uniform with
quite obscure and small flocs.
2.3.3 Floc rupture
To obtain a uniform suspension, flocs needs to be dispersed into individual fibers.
Kao and Mason (1975) were the first to demonstrate that irrotational flow disperses
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flocs more effectively that rotational flow. Norman, Moller, and Duffy (1977) found
that short-fibered mechanical pulps rupture readily in contracting channels,
whereas long-fibered pulps sustain elongation without rupture. Kerekes (1983)
examined floc dispersion in entry flow into constrictions, which is one of the most
common elongational flows found in papermaking equipment. He reports that flocs
are ruptured if stretched sufficiently, i.e., in the case of long fibers stretching by a
ratio of 5:1. However, he also notes that the elongational strain necessary to achieve
rupture is only produced by constrictions with dimensions smaller than the floc size.
Therefore, the rupture could not be ascribed to elongation alone.
While shear in the flow causes fibers to collide, entangle, and form flocs, shear
also disrupts the structure of flocs. Lee and Brodkey (1987) used a single floc to
study dispersion mechanisms in a turbulent flow. They found two mechanisms for
floc rupture, a local one that involves surface erosion and a global one that involves
deformation, breaking, and fragmentation. Later, Wagle et al. (1988) have
concluded that the global disruption and local erosion reduce the floc size to a point
where distinction between the two mechanisms no longer exists. This final stage of
dispersion appears as an expansion into individual fibers and requires small-scale
turbulence to happen.
Switzer and Klingenberg (2003) simulated floc dispersion in linear flow and
show that extensional flow disrupts flocs much faster than simple shear flow.
However, in elongational flow, floc fragments from the main floc remain intact. In
contrast, shear flow acts more slowly, but breaks up flocs completely by shredding
the clumps extracted from the main flocs.
Björkman (2003) studied experimentally various fiber materials and suggests
that fiber network break-up takes place perpendicular to the greatest local extension.
Later (Björkman, 2005) he emphasized the difficulties of fully dispersing fiber
flocs. He found that changes in floc size are either due to a discrete process termed
floc slipping or a continuous process termed floc sizing.
Effect of added chemicals
In addition to the above-mentioned mechanical factors, chemical additives and the
chemistry of the suspending medium can contribute to fiber dispersion. For example,
Yan, Lindström, and Christiernin (2006) studied the effects of several chemicals on
flocculation and sheet formation on a flow loop, which simulates a modern
commercial headbox. They used an anionic polyacrylamide (APAM), cationic
polyacrylamide (CPAM), xyloglucan, and surface modified carboxymethyl
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cellulose (CMC). Apart from CPAM, the chemicals decrease flocculation, but their
operating mechanisms differ. APAM suppresses turbulence and, possibly,
introduces elongational flow patterns between fibers, whereas xyloglucan and surface
modified CMC act on the fiber surface, decreasing the friction between fibers.
2.3.4 Reflocculation
Intense local shear disentangles flocks only momentarily, yet they soon collide and
form new flocs and networks. Because turbulence is commonly used to disperse
fiber suspension in (LC) headboxes, the creation of coherent flocs in decaying
turbulence is a particular area of interest. As the turbulence decays downstream,
transient flocs turn into coherent flocs and suspension becomes increasingly nonuniform. This process is referred to as reflocculation. (Kerekes et al., 1985;
Longdill & Duffy, 1988)
The time at which reflocculation occurs depends on consistency. Fig. 7
illustrates the reflocculation times estimated by various researchers. As seen,
reflocculation may occur within a fraction of a second. The given reflocculation
time for a 1% consistency suspension is between 10 to 100 ms, while the time
shortens with increasing consistency. Grundström et al. (1973) studied the
reflocculation time of HC suspensions. They found that the reflocculation time is
2–10 ms at a 3% consistency, and approximately 1 ms at a 4% consistency. For a
commercial paper machine, a time of 1 ms corresponds with a length of about 1 cm
from the slice opening.
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Fig. 7. Reflocculation time vs. consistency (reprinted by permission from Kiiskinen,
1999 ©Author).

Effect of carrier phase on reflocculation
Throughout the history of papermaking, water has been used as the carrier phase
for fibers. Recently, the use of foam as a carrier phase has been under intensive
study. A review of foam forming is given by, for example, Kinnunen-Raudaskoski
(2015).
Foam forming utilizes aqueous foams consisting of small spherical air bubbles.
Foam is typically generated by adding a surface active agent, such as sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and by mixing air into the water-fiber suspension. In foamfiber suspension, air bubbles attach to the fiber surface, acting as a mechanical
barrier between fibers, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Foam restricts the movement of fibers
and prevents reflocculation, maintaining good uniformity of the fiber network without
the assistance of turbulence. (Lehmonen, Jetsu, Kinnunen, & Hjelt, 2013; KinnunenRaudaskoski, 2015)
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Fig. 8. Microscopic picture of a fiber in an aqueous foam (reprinted by permission from
Jäsberg, Selenius, and Koponen, 2017 ©FRC).

2.3.5 Floc size
In the papermaking process, fibers form flocs of some characteristic size. (Niskanen
& Pakarinen, 2008)
LC suspensions
Kerekes et al. (1985), in their review paper, summarize various flocculation
mechanisms. They report that the magnitude of flocculation has been measured
using various light transmission and reflection techniques, and that spectral
analysis has shown the existence of a dominant floc size. According to the reviewed
studies, the dominant floc size is between 5 and 10 mm.
Kerekes and Schell (1995) measured optically the uniformity of LC
suspensions in decaying turbulence. They found that the floc diameter of a short
fiber fraction is approximately four times the fiber length, and the floc diameter of
a long fiber fraction is 1.3 times the fiber length. The average diameter of all the
fractions is around twice the fiber length.
Karema, Kataja, Kellomäki, Salmela, and Selenius (1999) measured optically
the transient fluidization of LC suspensions after a constriction in a pipe. They used
unbeaten chemical hardwood and softwood pulps without any additives. The
crowding number of the suspensions was about the same, 40–50. They report that
the minimum floc size depends on the flow velocity. From their data one can
estimate that the minimum floc size is approximately 1.6 times the fiber length.
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UHC suspensions
Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994) estimated the floc size of MC (C = 0–15%) pulps
in a rotary device. They utilized high-speed videos supported by the estimation of
the scale of turbulence. They assumed that the floc size equals the length scale of
the turbulence vortices. They noticed that after exceeding the fluidization point, the
average floc size is greatly reduced, as illustrated in Fig. 9. For a fluidized
suspension at a 10% consistency, the floc size is approximately constant and about
1 mm in length. Later (Hietaniemi and Gullichsen, 1995) they noted that below a
consistency of about 10%, the mean floc size of fluidized MC suspensions (C = 8–
15%) is practically equal to that of lower consistency (C = 0–8%) suspensions.

Fig. 9. Floc size of a bleached soft wood fiber suspension at a 0.3% consistency as a
function of rotor speed (reprinted by permission from Cichoracki et al., 2001 ©Authors).

Bencs (2001) evaluated the floc size of formed UHC sheets utilizing an optical
method. He reports that the floc size of the sheets made of pine pulp is 2.1–4.0 mm,
and of eucalyptus 1.7 mm.
2.4

Formation

Formation is defined as the local basis weight variations of up to about a 40 mm
wavelength determined by the fiber distribution in the plane of the sheet. Formation
is one of the most important quality characteristics of paper, because it is known to
influence many other paper properties. Formation affects, for example, strength
properties. Non-uniform paper that contains a lot of thick areas due to the presence
of flocs must also contain a lot of thin, weak, areas adjacent to those flocs. Non47

uniform fiber distribution can also detract from the overall appearance of paper and
adversely affect subsequent operations such as coating or printing. (Hubbe, 2007)
Formation can be viewed as the coefficient of the variation of grammage (b,
g/m2) as defined by Wahren (1967)
σ

COV(b)=

,

(15)

where σb is the standard deviation of grammage. It usually varies with the square
root of grammage and the specific formation (F, √g/m) is therefore defined as
F=

σ

√

.

(16)

2.4.1 Formation measurement
The formation of a paper sheet is often assessed both qualitatively and
quantitatively using transillumination. The qualitative assessment typically
involves a visual determination of whether the sheet appears uniform or ‘floccy,’
the latter referring to an uneven distribution of fibers. The quantitative measure
typically involves analysis of the variability in the amount of light transmitted
though the sheet. The drawback of the transillumination technique is that, besides
local grammage variation, it is also sensitive to the other optical properties of the
sheet. According to the Kubelka-Munk equations, light transmission is a function
of the local basis weight, local scattering coefficient, and local absorption
coefficient. Thus, variation in fiber, filler, coating, or calendering affects the
quantification. However, because of their simplicity, optical methods can be
valuable in, for example, following changes on a specific machine at a constant
furnish. (Norman & Söderberg, 2001)
The beta radiography method is a good alternative to optical methods in
evaluating grammage variation, because the transmission of beta radiation is
independent of the optical properties. The Ambertec Beta Formation Tester is
widely used in offline laboratory measurements. It directly records beta ray
transmission within the aperture area of 1 mm in diameter. Typically 400 measuring
points in the array of 3.5 mm are detected on a paper sample size of 70 x 70 mm2.
The geometrical resolution of the grammage measurement is of decisive
importance, as it strongly affects the results obtained. The smaller the measurement
area, the more small-scale variation is detected and the larger the total variation
recorded. (Norman & Söderberg, 2001; Ambertec, 2017)
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2.4.2 Formation vs. flocculation
The distribution of fiber mass is called flocculation in the suspension state and
formation in paper. On a paper machine, the attained formation depends on both
the flocculation state of the suspension delivered by the headbox and the operation
of the previous section. (Huber et al., 2003; Niskanen & Pakarinen, 2008)
Karema, Salmela, Tukiainen, and Lepomäki (2001) and Huber, Roux, Mauret,
and Carré (2006) studied the relationship between flocculation and formation at LC.
The former verified a tight connection between the fluidized state of the suspension
and the formation produced. The latter found that the relationship between the
flocculation and formation is not linear, but flocculation mainly affects formation
in conditions of low fiber flocculation, and therefore the relationship will be most
visible on high-speed twin-wire paper machines with high shearing levels.
Effect of initial drainage zone
Lindström (2008) introduces a model for particle level simulations of fiber
suspension flows. The model is based on the first principles of physics and
therefore no parameter fitting is required for quantitative predictions. The model
can be used to simulate the development of paper structures in the forming section
(LC), and carry out parametric studies of process parameters, such as fiber
morphology, or configuration of drainage elements, to investigate their effects on
the fiber network structure. Lindström provides results of, for example, the effects
of the jet-to-wire ratio on the fiber orientation anisotropy and 3D structure of the
sheet. The suspension flow model is validated through comparisons with
experimental data on suspension flows in pipes. However, the lack of experimental
data of the initial drainage zone prevents the full validation of the model
Effect of forming section
Fiber flocculation is found to control sheet formation when the operating conditions
of the forming section are kept constant. (Jokinen & Ebeling, 1985) Later, it has
been accepted that the crowding number characterizes the state of flocculation of
LC suspension, while the effects of flocculation on sheet formation are more
difficult to quantify. For example, Kiviranta and Dodson (1995) estimate that the
share of fiber flocculation potential, given by the crowding number, in sheet
formation is 50%, while the remaining 50% is attributed to the forming section. For
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a HC suspension, the effect of the forming section on the formation is found to be
less, up to 10–15%. (Malashenko, 1998a)
The following four mechanisms for improving fiber distribution and formation
of a LC suspension in the forming section are well-established:
–

–
–

–

Turbulence can enhance homogenization by breaking down flocs at the early
stage of forming, but during dewatering, turbulence has an adverse effect on
formation;
Elongational flow, found mainly in the headbox nozzle, can also break flocs
apart;
Dewatering has a self-healing effect on local variations in basis weight. If there
is a hole in the web, the local dewatering resistance will be low, and excess
fiber suspension will be dewatered at that position; and
An oriented shear field can move flocs to new, less disturbing positions during
the dewatering process. (Norman, 2007)

To reduce the flocculation of a HC suspension, the first mechanism, turbulence
induced by the forming blades, has been reported. (Norman & Söderberg, 2001;
Malashenko 1998a)
2.5

Forming at higher consistencies

In commercial papermaking, pulp suspensions are formed into paper at a range of
crowding numbers between 16 and 60 as noted above (Ch. 2.3.1). Fig. 10 depicts
the effect of consistency and fiber length on the crowding number. It presents the
crowding number of an ordinary eucalyptus and pine pulp at different consistencies.
It also shows the areas of LC, HC, and UHC forming, and a typical range of
commercial papermaking. In the example, the fiber length and coarseness of the
eucalyptus pulp are 0.8 mm and 0.08 mg/m, and those of the pine pulp 2.3 mm and
0.15 mg/m. At a 10% consistency, the crowding numbers of the eucalyptus and pine
suspensions are 400 and 1800.
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Fig. 10. Crowding number of an ordinary eucalyptus and pine pulp at a consistency
range of 0–10%. Additionally, the ranges of LC, HC, and UHC are shown, and a typical
commercial operation range is indicated.

2.5.1 HC forming
Pioneering work in HC forming was performed by Reiner in 1970 at STFI. The
pilot-scale experiments in HC forming were carried out in the early 1970s, and the
first experiments on a commercial fine paper machine in 1974. The operating
principle of the HC headbox was as follows. The fiber suspension is fluidized in an
explosion chamber, turbulence decays during the flow in a narrow channel, and the
suspension forms into a continuous network as wide as the paper machine and
infinite in length. Thus, the HC process differs considerably from a LC forming
process, where the sheet is built up during drainage in the wire section.
(Grundström et al., 1973; Grundström, Hartog, Norman, & Reiner, 1975;
Grundström, Meinander, Norman, Reiner, & Waris, 1976)
A. Ahlström Oy acquired all the rights from STFI and developed the process
further. The first commercial implementation was in 1985 at a Finnish paper
company. After Valmet acquired Ahlström, further development followed and the
HC headbox was renamed the Symflo HC. Fig. 11 illustrates the structure of the
headbox. The headbox is designed for a 3–6% consistency range. However, the
reported results are within a range of 2.2–3.5%. Table 3 lists the operating
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parameters of the HC headbox. (Case, 1990; Malashenko, 1998b; Laitinen & Waris,
1990; Sandgren, 1996; Waris, 1988)

Fig. 11. HC headbox, Symflo HC (reprinted by permission ©Valmet).
Table 3. Operating parameters of Symflo HC (modified from Malashenko, 1998b).
Machine

Grammage

Speed

g/m2

m/min

Consistency
%

Pilot

85–290

100–750

2.2–3.5

Commercial

110–275

100–450

2.8–3.2

Farrington (1986) mentions other, less widely known, studies: a study done by Judd
and Kranz in the U.S., 1980 and two others done by Smolin (1978) and by Robuk
and Luczak (1984) in the U.S.S.R. Judd and Kranz utilized a small amount of very
high velocity water to promote floc disruption. Smolin utilized vibrating rods and
plates within the headbox. Robuk and Luczak describe an application of HC
technology for a corrugating medium (as cited in Farrington, 1986).
A major study of HC forming started in 1982 and was performed by Nomura
et al. (1989a, 1989b, 1989c). Their aim was to produce printing and writing paper
at a 3% consistency and at high machine speeds of up to 1000 m/min. Nomura et
al. started by measuring the consistency unevenness of a flowing HC suspension.
They introduced a ‘saw blade’ headbox to produce both excellent dispersion and a
stable slice jet. Fig. 12 shows the tested headbox channels with saw blade shapes.
Version D is noted as being the best.
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Fig. 12. Headbox channels with the shapes of ‘saw blades’ (redrawn from Nomura et al.,
1989a).

Nomura et al. continued their research at a pilot machine by testing various headbox
and wire section configurations. They summarize that sheet formation, printability,
and coating capabilities are as good as those of conventional fine paper, and that
the sheet strength is lower, but within the allowable range for printing.
Properties of HC sheet
While the structure of LC paper is highly layered, the structure of a HC paper is
more felted, more three-dimensional. Fig. 13 shows an illustration of a layered and
felted structure of paper. The felted structure is due to the thickening type of
dewatering. The thickening type dewatering dominates in HC forming, while
filtration type dewatering dominates in LC forming. (Grundström et al., 1975;
Grundström et al., 1976; Niskanen & Pakarinen, 2008; Waris, 1988)
A

B

Fig. 13. A) Layered sheet structure. B) Felted sheet structure. (Both modified from
Grundström et al., 1975).
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A

B

Fig. 14. A) Dewatering through filtration. B) Dewatering through thickening. (Both
modified from Norman, 2000).

Fig. 14 depicts the two cases of dewatering. The filtration process occurs when
fibers are mobile and free to move independently. In filtration, there is a clear
boundary between the filtered fiber mat and the diluted suspension, which has
roughly constant consistency. After the fiber mat has formed, it compacts. The
thickening process occurs when the fibers are cross-linked with each other, forming
a three-dimensional network. The network is a compressible solid structure. It
collapses when drainage takes place and water exits simultaneously from all the
parts of the suspension. Accordingly, the consistency of the suspension increases
continually. This behavior is similar to the compacting stage of filtration. (Blanco
et al., 1998; Norman, 1989)
Table 4 provides a comparison between the properties of LC and HC paper
sheets given by Waris (1988). Typical strength values are given (e.g., Grundström
et al., 1976; Nomura et al., 1989c).
A characteristic property of HC sheet is its good out-of-plane strength (internal
bond), yet at the expense of in-plane strength. This is due to the felted structure. In
addition, the HC sheet is bulky and porous. Formation is noted to mostly worsen
as the forming consistency increases, but exact values are rare. Further, formation
of HC sheet is evaluated to be ‘grainy.’ Grainy formation refers to a fiber structure
with smaller and harder flocs than what is seen in the cloudy formation produced
by LC forming. (Grundström et al., 1973; Malashenko, 1998b; Sandgren, 1996;
Waris, 1988)
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Table 4. Comparison between properties of LC and HC paper sheets (modified form
Waris, 1988).
Property

Formflow(1 paper compared to a conventional product

Tensile Index
MD
CD
Bond (Scott)

-30 − -45%
±0 − -30%
+ 50 − + 100%

Bulk

(1

Groundwood

+2 − +5%

Chemical pulp, CTMP

+5 − +20%

Formflow was the trade name of Ahlström's HC headbox.

Waris (1988) notes that the properties of HC sheet are best exploited in multiple
boards when a HC middle layer is covered on both sides by conventional LC webs.
Then the following applies:
–
–

–

The HC middle layer increases bulk and provides excellent internal bonds;
The LC surface layers determine the strength and stiffness of the board, and
the smoothness of the surface layer compensates for the lower smoothness of
the middle layer; and
The HC middle layer provides efficient water removal.

A profound assumption of HC forming was that the web cannot be influenced on
the wire section. Waris (1988) reports the opposite, as do Nomura et al. (1989c),
and Malashenko (1998a). Malashenko studied a case of a three-ply board machine
with an HC middle layer. He concludes that turbulence, induced by the forming
blades, fully fluidizes the wet HC web, enabling individual fibers to move around
and reform. The reforming is possible at local web consistencies up to 4–6%. He
reports that after the rebuilding of the forming section, formation improved by 10–
15%.
Process advantages of HC forming
It is well-established that the increase in forming consistency provides a reduction
in flow volumes at the wet end, resulting in a smaller and less expensive paper
machine. HC processes have been compared with conventional LC processes with
the following findings: the dewatering need reduces to one tenth (Grundström et
al., 1976), the volume of the headbox flow reduces by 60–85% (Waris, 1988), the
reduction in equipment size and flow volumes is ‘substantial’ (Malashenko, 1998b),
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and the calculated energy consumption of an example fine paper machine reduces
100 kWh per ton of paper (Nomura et al., 1989c).
Another economic advantage of HC forming is that HC web is easy to dewater,
as found by Grundström et al. (1973; 1975; 1976). They measured 2–3% higher
dryness after the press section. They conclude that the felted sheet structure, which
results in a more z-directional pore structure than in the conventional sheet,
facilitates dewatering.
High retention of fiber and filler as reported by Nomura et al. (1989c) also
contributes to economic benefits. In addition, the property of the HC middle layer
enables the saving of up to 10% of fiber for the same strength of three-ply board.
(Malashenko, 1998b; Sandgren, 1996)
2.5.2 UHC forming
Cichoracki et al. (2001) introduce a new method for UHC forming. They utilize the
principles of UHC fluidization described in Chapter 2.2.3. Fig. 15 shows a
schematic diagram of their apparatus. The operation of the former is based on the
rotor: the rotor fluidizes the pulp, disrupts flocs, and distributes the flow evenly
onto a suction roll. The stator aids in creating turbulence and is needed to control
the forming zone. Thus, fluidization and floc disruption take place in a narrow gap
between a rotor and a stator. Beneath the rotor, the suction roll removes a portion
of the flow, which is then dewatered.
Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994) indicate that web forming should be possible
up to a consistency of 10–12%. Cichoracki et al. (2001) demonstrate the indication:
using unbeaten bleached softwood kraft (pine) they formed webs at 5–12%
consistency with grammage between 275 and 1000 g/m2. However, the sampling
limited the running speed below 60 m/min.
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A

B

Fig. 15. A) Schematic diagram of the apparatus for UHC forming. B) The fluidization
chamber. (Both reprinted by permission from Cichoracki et al., 2001 ©Authors).

Bencs (2001) continued Cichoracki et al.’s research with the focus on improving
sheet quality and sampling speed. A new sampling method was developed, several
rotor surface and stator geometries were tested, and besides bleached softwood
kraft pulp (pine), hardwood kraft pulp (eucalyptus) and TMP (spruce) were used.
Bencs produced webs at 6–10% consistency with a grammage of between 100 and
500 g/m2, and with running speeds up to 300 m/min.
Bencs (2001) reports that an improvement in formation, and in floc size, is
attained. He notes that formation is improved with a lower fiber aspect ratio, higher
fiber stiffness, or higher fine content, even though the general structure of the web
is similar regardless of the fiber type. Utilizing an optical method, he compared the
floc sizes of the produced sheets with the sheets made during the prior study. Fig.
16 illustrates the comparison of the floc sizes attained by Bencs with the earlier
work by Cichoracki et al. (2001).
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Fig. 16. Optical floc size in machine direction of UHC sheets achieved by Cichoracki et
al. (2001) and Bencs (2001).

Bencs (2001) observes that the best formation is obtained when the rotor speed is
high (minimum 2000 rpm), the distance between the stator and the rotor small
(around 1 mm), the fluidization zone long, and the distance between the rotor and
the suction roll small. Then, the conditions for the floc disruption are sufficient and
reflocculation is avoided.
Manninen et al. (2007) continues the UHC forming research with the focus on
forming at 5–10% consistency and speeds of 150–600 m/min. They introduce a
new former concept for UHC forming. (Gullichsen, Ilmoniemi, Kaasalainen, &
Manninen, 2009) The main components of the former are a UHC headbox with a
rotor, a wire section (unmodified, designed for LC), and an approach system
including a commercial MC pump with degassing. Fig. 17 shows a schematic
diagram of the UHC headbox.
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Fig. 17. Schematic diagram of the UHC headbox (reprinted by permission from
Manninen et al., 2007 ©Forest Products Engineers).

Manninen et al. report that the operation of the UHC former is wide: a consistency
of 1–15%, grammage of 25–1100 g/m2, and machine speeds of 150–1000 m/min;
while the formation is ‘considered to be good.’ Further, they note that the decrease
in dewatering need is notable. The dewatering need at a 10% consistency is 1/19 of
that at a 1% consistency.
2.6

Visualization of suspension and web structure

Visualizations are widely used to explain complex phenomena and they play an
important role in the descriptive sciences. Digital image processing is utilized for
two somewhat different purposes: to improve the visual appearance of images to a
human viewer, or to prepare images for the measurement of the features and
structures which they reveal. The latter requires that the features or structures are
well-defined by their edges, unique brightness, color, texture, or combination of
these factors. Selection of an appropriate analysis procedure requires knowledge of
available tools and experience. (Jähne, 2004) An extensive collection of image
processing tools is given, for example, by Jähne (2004) and Russ (2007). The
former provides practical procedure and annotated algorithms, whereas the latter
emphasizes explaining and illustrating methods over dense mathematics.
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2.6.1 Flocculation (2D)
As noted above, formation depends to a large extent on the state of flocculation of
the fiber suspension. Higher sedimentation consistency, fluidization and the
associated breakage of flocs is typically attained by inducing turbulent flow.
Therefore, floc size distribution and velocity fluctuation are indicative of the degree
of fluidization. (Karema et al., 1999)
Over the years, extensive research efforts have been devoted to study the
flocculation of (mostly LC) fiber suspensions in order to improve headbox design.
Alongside the development of digital devices, several researchers have utilized
digital image analysis for this purpose. These studies have mainly utilized light
transmission techniques. The advantage of the method is that the suspension flow
in not disturbed, yet the disadvantage is that only mean values of suspension are
obtained. (Huber et al., 2006; Kellomäki, Karema, Kataja, Salmela, & Selenius,
1999; Norman & Söderberg, 2001; Yan, Norman, Lindström, & Ankerfors, 2006)

Fig. 18. Illustration of the transillumination technique (modified from Karema et al.,
1999).

Fig. 18 gives an illustration of the transillumination technique. The suspension
flows in a transparent channel. A light source is placed on one side of the flow
channel and the transmitted light is captured by a digital camera on the other side
of the flow channel. An appropriate analysis method is then used to evaluate the
structure from the digital images. (Karema et al., 1999)
Temporal and lateral resolution
To capture images of motion without motion blur, the temporal resolution needs to
be sufficiently high. The temporal resolution for a light source is defined by the
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inverse of the pulse duration, and for a camera by the inverse of the shutter time.
When a light source is used as the time resolving component and the optical
information is recorded with an array detector, the required temporal resolution is
given as
tL

−1

≥

v⊥
FOV pxl

,

(18)

where tL (s) is the duration of the pulse, v⊥ (m/s) the velocity of the component in
the focal plane, and FOVpxl the field of view of one pixel of detector array. The
latter is determined by the ratio of pixel dimension and lens magnification.
(Alahautala 2004a)
As the speed of motion determines the required temporal resolution, the size
of features of interest sets the required lateral resolution. The lateral resolution
defines the distance between two distinguishable points, i.e., the smallest details
that can be separated from each other on a plane. The lateral resolution for imaging
devices is at best 2× FOVpxl. (Alahautala, 2004a)
From the above, to capture high quality images of structures, such as flocs,
with a size of 1 mm, moving with speed up to 10 m/s, a temporal resolution of
5x105 s-1 is required. This equals a pulse duration of 5x10-5 s. (Alahautala, 2004b)
For general comparison, the length of an eye blink for a human is 100–400 ms
(Wikipedia, 2014), i.e., 2000–8000 times longer than the pulse length required here.
There are two ways of accomplishing the requirement: either having a camera with
a fast enough shutter, or having a light source whose pulse has a high modulation
capability. Accordingly, in flocculation imaging at commercial speeds, either high
speed cameras with appropriate light sources or lower speed cameras with laser
lights can be utilized. (Alahautala, 2004b)
2.6.2 Sheet structure (3D)
The transillumination technique descripted above provides two-dimensional (2D)
images of an object. To study three-dimensional (3D) features, in particular fiber
orientation within the formed web, other methods are needed.
Direct observation of a 3D structure is difficult. The 3D structure of paper has
been analyzed utilizing 2D measurement methods, such as microscopy and sheet
splitting, and also conventional paper analysis. (Considine et al., 2010; Enomae,
Han, & Isogai, 2008; Grundström et al., 1975)
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In the last decade, high resolution X-ray computed tomography, X-μCT as
referred to in this work, has gained considerable importance and acceptance for the
examination and 3D characterization of materials. Recent developments in the
resolution of X-μCT have enabled the imaging of the 3D structure of paper-like
materials with a resolution sufficient to produce accurate information on the fiber
structure. (Ekman, Miettinen, Turpeinen, Backflok, & Timonen, 2012; Holmstad,
2004; Miettinen, 2015)
X-ray microtomography (X-μCT)
X-ray computed tomography is an imaging method where individual projections
(radiographs) are used to reconstruct the internal structure of the object of interest.
It provides an accurate map of the variation of X-ray absorption within the object,
regardless of whether there is a well-defined substructure of different phases, or
there are slowly varying density gradients. (Stock, 2009)

Fig. 19. Schematic illustration of an X-ray scanner (reprinted by permission from Kataja,
2012).

Fig. 19 illustrates a typical X-μCT device. The measuring principle is as follows.
The X-ray source of the device directs radiation toward the sample, which is
mounted on a rotating stage. The intensity of the X-ray attenuates when penetrating
the sample. The X-ray then hits a scintillating plate and a microscope-camera
system. The scintillating plate converts the X-ray into visible light and the light is
imaged by a digital camera mounted on a microscope. The microscope provides
additional magnification. The spatial image resolution of an X-μCT measuring
system is limited by the resolution of the scintillating plate, the microscope-camera
system, the sample size, the measuring geometry, and the beam quality. Specially,
in cone-beam systems the largest limiting factor is often the size of the spot from
which the X-rays are emitted. (Miettinen, 2015)
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Fig. 20. Schematic illustration of 3D X-ray imaging (reprinted by permission from Kataja,
2012).

Fig. 20 shows the principle of X-μCT imaging. A projected 2D image is formed
from the X-ray transmitting the sample. The set of projection radiographs obtained
are applied to reconstruct a 3D digital presentation of the sample. There are various
algorithms for reconstructing the spatial distribution which constitutes the X-μCT
image. (Holmstad, 2004; Miettinen, 2015)
Sheet splitting
Sheet splitting methods have been widely utilized to evaluate aspects of the 3D
structure of paper, such as fiber orientation and floc structure. An overview of
splitting methods is given by, for example, Norman and Söderberg (2001) and Hirn
and Bauer (2007).
Fig. 21 illustrates the principle of splitting a paper sample using adhesive tape.
The paper sample is split into two layers using tape attached to both sides. Then the
individual layers are split in proportion. Depending on the tape quality, an 80 g/m2
sheet can be split into 6–20 layers. After splitting, the layers are analyzed using an
appropriate method. Splitting techniques offer the advantage of a fairly large
sample size, but have the shortcoming that the splitting process itself may
considerably influence the analysis results. (Norman & Söderberg, 2001; Hirn &
Bauer, 2007)

Fig. 21. Principle of splitting a sample into twenty layers (modified from Norman and
Söderberg, 2001).
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3

Experimental

The experimental part consisted of the following three main sections:
1.

2.
3.

Preliminary trials at pilot scale to study the operational potential of the pilot
UHC former and the effects of the headbox geometry on UHC forming, and
also to determine feasible process parameters for the primary experiments;
Primary experiments at the pilot UHC former to determine the effect of
selected process parameters on UHC forming and sheet structure; and
Fluidization studies with the laboratory-scale rotary shear device.

Chapter 3 follows to the appropriate extent the order of the subjects presented in
the literature review.
Chapter 3.1 introduces the rotary shear device and the measurement method
used for evaluating the fluidization points and the corresponding apparent
viscosities of the UHC suspensions. The obtained apparent viscosities are utilized
to estimate the critical Reynolds number for full fluidization in the UHC headbox.
Chapter 3.2 introduces the UHC pilot former. The bulk of the research was
conducted at pilot scale. The UHC pilot former offered a platform to study
dependencies between the forming process parameters and sheet properties at a
commercial speed range.
Chapter 3.3 describes the trials at the UHC pilot former. The chapter describes
the aim of the preliminary trials and of primary experiments, and the running and
sampling procedure at the pilot former as well as the basic property of the fiber
material. Unbeaten bleached kraft pulps with no chemical additives or fillers were
used.
Chapter 3.4 discusses the visualization equipment and analysis methods.
Chapter 3.4.1 presents the transillumination technique utilized to measure the state
of flocculation, i.e. the average floc size, of the suspension inside the headbox and
of the formed web. Chapter 3.4.2 also presents two non-standard methods utilized
to evaluate the sheet structure, namely X-μCT and sheet splitting.
3.1

Fluidization in a rotary device

3.1.1 Rotary device
The fluidization point and the corresponding apparent viscosity of the UHC
suspensions were characterized according to Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994).
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The same rotary shear device was used, but with the following modifications. The
rotor is a duplicate of the rotor in the UHC headbox, and the volume of the vessel
is reduced from 6.5 l to 2.6 l. Further, Hietaniemi and Gullichsen utilized a torque
meter to measure the input power, while here instead the input power of the electric
motor was recorded. Fig. 22 illustrates a schematic diagram of the rotary device
and a picture of the chamber and rotor of the modified apparatus.
A

B

Fig. 22. A) Schematic diagram of the rotary device (reprinted by permission from
Tuomisaari, Gullichsen, and Hietaniemi, 1991 ©Authors). B) Picture of the modified
chamber and rotor.

As noted in Chapter 2.2.4, the apparent viscosity is not a characteristic property of
the suspension, but the obtained value depends greatly on the vessel geometry in
which the fluidization occurs. (Bennington et al., 1991) For the reason, the
dimensions of the chamber were altered to resemble the dimensions of the UHC
headbox: the volume of the chamber was reduced, the distance between the rotor
and the stator set to 3 mm, and the rotor was a copy of the rotor in the UHC headbox.
In doing so, it is assumed that the evaluated apparent viscosities are applicable for
estimating full fluidization in the UHC headbox.
3.1.2 Suspension samples
The fluidization studies were conducted concurrently with the primary experiments.
Chapter 3.3.2 describes the primary experiments, Chapter 3.3.3 the basic
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characteristic of fibers, and Chapter 3.3.4 the preparation procedure, i.e., slushing
and concentrating, of the suspensions.
Table 5 gives a list of suspension samples, with their consistencies, used in the
fluidization studies.
Table 5. List of suspension samples used in fluidization studies. ‘Euca’ refers to
eucalyptus pulp.
Suspension sample

Consistency (%)
Slushed

Concentrated

Euca 1

3.5

6.2

10.3

Euca 2

3.4

5.1

8.7

Euca 3

3.3

5.2

8.6

Pine 1

2.7

5.8

9.3

Water

Reference

The suspension samples were taken using a special measuring can. During the
preliminary trials, it was found that variation in the sample volume causes variation
in results in one of the following two ways:
1.

2.

If the sample volume is too small, the sample does not occupy the whole
chamber of the testing device, but some excess air is left in the chamber. During
the measurements, the excess air then accumulates on the rotor surface and
causes a notable decrease in the input power; or
If the sample volume is too high to fully fit into the testing chamber, water
tends to separate from the suspension and flow out when the cover of the vessel
is mounted. This causes an increase in consistency, producing an increase in
the input power.

Therefore, to ensure the uniform quality of samples, a measuring can with the
same volume as the rotary device, i.e. 2.6 l, was made.
3.1.3 Fluidization point and apparent viscosity
The fluidization measurement was run as follows. The sample was poured into the
vessel and the top cover mounted. Then the rotation speed of the rotor was varied
from 900 to 2700 rpm in steps of 300 rpm. A minimum of 900 rpm was selected
due to the rapid increase in temperature at higher consistencies. During the
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fluidization measurements, the input power, rotor speed, and temperature are stored
automatically, and the motion of suspensions in the chamber was observed visually.
The front wall of the device is transparent to allow visual observation. Three to four
parallel measurements were done for each test point, and three parallel
measurements were run with water as a reference. The effect of the drive equipment
on the input power was subtracted. The power required to run the chamber empty
was measured and the corresponding values were subtracted from the actual
measurements.
The fluidization point was selected to be the situation when the flow pattern of
the suspension changed and started to resemble the flow patterns of water, i.e.,
when the whole volume of the suspension became vigorous in motion as defined
by Härkönen and Gullichsen (1981). At lower rotor speeds, only the small portion
of the suspension close to the rotor surface is in tangential motion, while the rest of
the suspension is at rest. As the rotor speed increases, a larger portion of the
suspension starts to move tangentially and the fiber network degrades continuously
in the radial direction from the rotor. When the rotor speed increases even further,
the flow motion reaches the upper housing wall and the whole volume of
suspension is in vigorous motion. This rotor speed was selected as the point of
fluidization. The criterion for fluidization has been mostly used by others, for
example, Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994), and Bennington and Kerekes (1996).
Fig. 23 illustrates the flow patterns at different rotor speeds. It shows a still
picture of the rotor chamber taken during a fluidization test. The pulp was
eucalyptus at a 10% consistency, and the rotor speeds in the pictures were 300,
2100, and 2700 rpm. As the pictures depict, at a rotor speed of 300 rpm the
suspension is practically at rest; at a rotor speed of 2100 rpm only the portion of
the suspension close to the rotor surface is in tangential motion (the part below the
arrow); and at a rotor speed of 2700 rpm all the suspension is in rigorous motion
and no flocculated structure is visible to the eye.
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A

B

C

Fig. 23. Still pictures of a fluidization test with eucalyptus pulp of a 10% consistency
run during the preliminary trials. A) Rotor speed 300 rpm. B) Rotor speed 2100 rpm. C)
Rotor speed 2700 rpm.

As explained in Chapter 2.2.3, indirect measurements are applied to quantify
fluidization due to the difficultness of measuring velocities in pulp suspensions.
The most common parameter used is power dissipation per unit volume (εF, W/m3).
This can be specified from the temperature rise of the suspension according to Eq.
8:
=
∆ /∆ using properties of water ch ≈ 4.2 kJ/(kg K), ρ ≈ 1000 kg/m3.
Then the apparent viscosity can be estimated as
=

,

(19)

where r2 (m) is the radius of the chamber, r1 (m) the radius of the rotor, and Ω (1/s)
the circular frequency of the rotor. (Hietaniemi and Gullichsen, 1994)
3.2

UHC pilot former

The UHC forming experiments were conducted utilizing Valmet’s pilot former at
the Anjalankoski Paper Technology Center. The UHC headbox was mounted as part
of the pilot former and a new approach system was built. The main components of
the UHC pilot former are the UHC headbox including the wedge, a wire section
(unmodified), and an approach system including a MC pump with degassing.
3.2.1 UHC headbox
Fig. 24 shows a schematic diagram of the UHC headbox. The basic operation of
the headbox is as follows (the corresponding location number or letter in Fig. 24 is
given in brackets). The fiber suspension is pumped into the headbox through a
fitting pipe (1). The suspension then flows through a contracting and partially
contoured flow channel (A) and exits through a slice channel (B) and a slice
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opening into the wedge, the supported forming zone (C). Three wiper plates (15)
prevent the suspension from flowing through the narrow channel behind the rotor
(5). The web is transferred from the wedge by the forming wire. Thus, the free jet
is eliminated.

Fig. 24. Schematic diagram of the UHC headbox above the wire. Part 1 indicates the
inlet pipe and ‘Web’ the formed web (modified from Kemiläinen, 2005).

Fig. 25. Schematic diagram of the wedge (modified from Kemiläinen, 2005).
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Fig. 25 illustrates a schematic diagram of the wedge with its dimensioning. The
wedge is bordered by the forming wire on one side and by a slice plate (13) on the
other side.
The rotor (5) is 165 mm in diameter and rotates at speeds up to 3000 rpm in a
clockwise or counter-clockwise direction, i.e., parallel or reverse to the mean
suspension flow. The shell of the rotor (6) is replaceable. The shell mostly used in
this work is a duplicate of that giving the best formation in the previous study.
(Bencs, 2001; designed by Cichoracki, 2000) Fig. 26 presents a schematic diagram
of the rotor surface. The radial height of the diamond pattern is 3 mm. Cichoracki
et al. (2001) note that the pattern creates good axial flow, which facilitates mixing
and the creation of turbulence for floc disruption. In addition, a smooth rotor shell
was used. The surface of the smooth rotor shell is machined, but not polished as is
typically done for headbox channel parts.

Fig. 26. Part of the manufacturing drawing of the rotor illustrating the diamond shaped
pattern (reprinted by permission Cichoracki, 2000 ©Author).

The height of the headbox flow channel is adjustable by moving a key piece (Part
14 in Fig. 24). The stator on the trailing side has three parts, of which two are
replaceable. In the basic configuration, the two stator parts (Parts 10 and 11 in Fig.
24) have a wavy pattern in a direction perpendicular to the flow, but each can be
replaced with a smooth part without the wavy pattern. The stator configuration
mostly used in this work is a duplicate of that giving the best formation in the
previous study. (Bencs, 2001) The width of the slice opening is 120 mm, and the
height of the slice opening is adjustable by changing the slice plate (Part 13 in Fig.
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24). Three different slice plates are available, giving the slice openings of 3, 5, and
9 mm.
The design of the UHC headbox is grounded on two separate studies: the UHC
research at the Helsinki University of Technology (Hietaniemi and Gullichsen,
1994; Cichoracki et al., 2001; Bencs, 2001) and the HC forming research by Valmet
(1999–2004, unpublished). The former research introduced the active element for
fluidization, the rotor, and the latter introduced the wedge, the supported forming
zone. A schematic diagram of the wedge with its dimensioning is presented in Fig.
25 above.
The concept of the UHC headbox was drafted in a Master’s thesis by Collander
(2002), and the details were specified during the research project on which this
thesis is based. The manufacturing design was done at an engineering office,
Insinööritoimisto Keskilinja Oy, Finland. (Kemiläinen, 2005)
3.2.2 Miniformer
The UHC headbox was mounted as part of Valmet's pilot machine, referred to as
the Miniformer. The Miniformer is a convertible pilot machine for studying new
forming technologies at commercial speeds. The design speed of the Miniformer is
2000 m/min.
Fig. 27 shows a schematic diagram of the roll layout. The basic diameter of the
driven rolls is 800 mm, yet their width is only 300 mm. The bearing of the rolls is
on one side only to facilitate changing the wires and other variations of the former.
The width of the wires is 220 mm. The wire section, designed for LC forming, was
not modified for the UHC trials. Thus, the existing wires for fine paper were used.
The bottom wire is 3021771.01 and the top wire 301434.01X. The wires are
manufactured by Tamfelt, Finland.
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Fig. 27. Schematic diagram of the roll layout of the Miniformer. The black arrow
indicates the UHC headbox (printed by permission, ©Valmet).

3.2.3 Approach system
The Miniformer has separate approach systems for LC and HC suspensions. For
the UHC research, a new approach system was built including a Sulzer MCE™
pump with degassing, a Sulzer Flow Splitter, and a stock silo. Fig. 28 presents a
schematic diagram of the process. The size of the piping is DN100 between the MC
pump and the Flow Spiller, and DN50 between the Flow Spiller and the UHC
headbox.
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Fig. 28. Schematic diagram of the UHC approach system.

The basic operation of the UHC process is as follows. The fiber suspension is
pumped into the UHC headbox. From there, the formed web is transferred through
the wire loop until a doctor blade releases it from the wire and returns it back to the
stock silo for recirculation.
The UHC pilot process is designed for a consistency range of 5–10%, a
grammage range of 150–1000 g/m², and operating speeds of up to 600 m/min, or
300 m/min when the grammage is above 600 g/m².
Stock silo
The stock silo operates as a pulper and machine chest at the same time. In order to
facilitate dispersion of the web, it is exposed to a jet of pulp (from the main
circulation line), and to a water shower (from the add-on water line) while falling
into to the stock silo. The volume of the stock silo is 3 m3. Its bottom diameter is
1.0 m, top diameter 0.8 m, and height 4.4 m.
3.3

Trials at the UHC pilot former

The UHC pilot trials included 362 test points: 274 of them were conducted during
the preliminary trials and 88 during the primary experiments.
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The preliminary trials and the primary experiments were conducted in a similar
manner, but with slightly different focuses. The purpose of the preliminary tests
was to gather general knowledge on the operation of the pilot UHC former, while
the purpose of the primary experiments was to determine the effect of selected
parameters on UHC forming.
3.3.1 Preliminary trials
The aims of the preliminary trials were
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To commission the UHC pilot former, which included the determination of
applicable running procedures and sampling methods;
To study the effects of multiple fluidization on fiber properties;
To observe the effects of headbox geometry on forming;
To determine the potential operation range of the former; and
To determine the best headbox geometry and feasible process parameters for
the primary experiments.

The second subject is outside the scope of this thesis, while the others will be
discussed when appropriate. The second subject, the effect of multiple fluidizations
on fiber property, was approached in a Master’s thesis. (Jokinen, 2006) During the
preliminary trials, the suspension was circulated for quite a long period of time, so
that the suspension flowed through the MC pump and UHC headbox hundreds of
times, which caused changes in the fiber properties. The results are presented in the
Master’s thesis and will be not repeated here. During the primary experiments, the
circulation time was limited according to the findings.
Headbox geometry and the wedge
The effects of headbox geometry on forming were studied by varying the height
and surface patterns of the channel and observing formation. The height of the
channel was altered by moving the key piece (Part 14 in Fig. 24). The surface
pattern of the channel was altered by replacing, one at a time, the stator parts with
a wavy pattern with smooth ones, and by replacing the diamond shaped shell of the
rotor with the smooth one. Formation was evaluated mostly visually and when
appropriate also by laboratory analysis.
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The effect of the wedge on forming was also evaluated. The wedge can be
adjusted by altering its ‘digging.’ Digging, the relative position of the wedge to the
bottom wire, is illustrated in Fig. 29 and Fig. 30.
Fig. 29 illustrates the method for measuring digging. When the length of the
adjuster screw (Part 16 in Fig. 29) is changed, the headbox pivots around the pivot
point (marked A). The absolute digging angle (α) has no particular meaning, since
the method is chosen for repeatability purposes only. When the adjuster screw is
extended, the digging angle (α) is increased and the force with which the tip of the
slice plate is pressed against the bottom wire is increased.

Fig. 29. Illustration of the measurement of the ‘digging angle’ (α).

Fig. 30 depicts the effect of digging on the passage of the wire. A change in the
digging angle causes a change in the digging depth. The greater the angle, the
stronger the digging.
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Fig. 30. Schematic diagram of the effect of digging on the passage of the bottom wire.
With light digging, the tip of the slice plate touches the bottom wire, whereas with strong
digging (marked with the dashed line) the slice plate pushes the bottom wire further
down.

Fig. 31 depicts the effect of changing the slice plate on the passage of the wire.
There are three slice plates (13a, 13b, and 13c) available, giving slice openings of
3, 5, and 9 mm. As Fig. 31 illustrates, in both cases the tip of the slice plate touches
the bottom wire, but with Slice plate 13c, the digging depth is slightly smaller.

Fig. 31. Schematic diagram of the effect of changing the slice plate on the passage of
the bottom wire. Slice plate 13c provides a bigger slice opening and slightly smaller
digging depth compared to Slice plate 13a.

3.3.2 Primary experiments
The aim of the primary experiments was to study the effects of selected process
parameters on UHC forming, fluidization of the UHC suspension, and selected
properties of the formed sheet. The selected process parameters are consistency, the
rotation speed and the rotation direction of the headbox rotor, fiber length
(eucalyptus and pine), and the flow rate (the mean flow velocity within the
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headbox). The state of fluidization is described by the average floc size, which is
an indicator of the state of flocculation. The selected sheet properties are formation,
in-plane tensile strength, and out-of-plane strength (internal bond).
The primary experiments consist of 88 test points. Table 6 gives their target
process parameters. The sign of the rotor speed indicates the direction of rotation.
Plus refers to clockwise rotation and minus to counter-clockwise rotation, or as
relative directions with the mean flow of suspension, parallel and reverse to the
mean flow. The bulk of the study was conducted using eucalyptus (Eucalyptus
globulus), while pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) was used to demonstrate the effect of
fiber length.
Table 6. Target process parameters during the primary experiments.
Fiber

Slice

Consistency

Grammage

Rotor speed

Wire speed

mm

%

g/m²

rpm

m/min

3

5

150

0, ±1000

300–600

3

8

240

+1000

300–600

3

10

300

0, ±1000

300–600

opening’
Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus
globulus)

Pine (Pinus sylvestris L.)

5

5

250

0, ±1000

300–600

5

10

500

0, ±1000

300–600

9

5

450

+1000

150

9

8

720

0, ±1000

150

9

10

900

+1000

150

5

5

250

0, ±1000

300–700

5

8

400

0, ±1000

300–700

5

10

500

0, ±1000

300–700

9

8

720

±1000

150

9

10

900

+1000

150

Apart from the slice opening, the headbox geometry was kept constant during the
primary experiments. The machine speed was between 150 and 700 m/min. The
speed limits are set by web sampling. Chapter 3.3.5 describes the sampling
procedure.
3.3.3 Fiber material
Table 7 lists the basic fiber characteristics of the different suspensions used during
the primary experiments. The samples of the suspensions were taken after slushing.
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The values of SR, fiber length, and coarseness given are the average of two
concurrent measurements.
Table 7. Basic characteristics of the fibers used during the primary experiments.
Suspension

SR

L



°

mm

mg/m

17

0.78

0.071

Euca 2

16

0.80

0.072

Euca 3

16

0.79

0.076

Euca 4

16

0.69

0.088

17

2.29

0.154

14

2.36

0.180

Euca 1

Pine 1
Pine 2

Wood species

Eucalyptus globulus

Pinus sylvestris L.

The fiber material was dried unbeaten bleached kraft pulp. No additives or fillers
were used. The unmixed unbeaten pulp was chosen because the first commercial
application aimed for was pulp drying lines. However, the related results are
confidential and excluded, as noted in Chapter 1.4. The eucalyptus pulp was
produced by Celulose Beira Industrial (Celbi) S.A, Portugal and the pine pulp by
Sunila Mill, Finland.
3.3.4 Running procedure of trial runs
Experiments at the pilot UHC former were run in the following manner. When
relevant, the geometry of the headbox was altered. During the preliminary trials,
the height of the channel, the surface pattern of the headbox channel, and the height
of the slice opening were varied, whereas during the primary experiments the
headbox channel was fixed and only the height of the slice opening was varied.
Then the suspension was prepared. The pulp bales were slushed with a pulper at a
3% consistency. The suspension was then placed in a storage tank for further use.
A portion of the suspension was pumped from the storage tank into the stock silo
and concentrated to the target consistency. The concentration was performed by
circulating the suspension through the former. The dry content of the web returning
to the stock silo was 20–25%. In the stock silo, the web mixed with the rest of the
suspension, thus, the consistency of the suspension increased. After concentration,
the dilution water valve was opened to keep the consistency constant, i.e., the
amount of water removed in the former was replaced with fresh water. Finally, the
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process parameters of interest were altered one at a time and appropriate samples
and measurements were taken.
3.3.5 Sampling and analysis methods
Basically, the same sampling methods were used during the preliminary trials and
primary experiments. However, due to the difference in the focus of the two
experimental sets, the sampling frequency was different. In addition, during the
preliminary trials formation was mostly evaluated visually from the web samples
taken, whereas during the primary experiments an optical transillumination method
was utilized to observe and record formation. Chapter 3.4 discusses the
visualization method.
Web samples
The Miniformer has no pressing section. Therefore, web samples were taken using
blotting boards. Samples were taken just before the doctor blade, which releases
the web from the bottom wire for recirculation. There, the dry content of web is
typically 20–25%. For each web sample, a blotting board was fed manually into
the nip formed by a roll and the bottom web. Within the nip, the web attached onto
the blotting board. From there, they fell downwards together freely and were caught
with a landing net. The web sample and its blotting board, onto which the sample
was attached, were then carefully taken from the landing net for further handling.
Samples of webs with high grammage, above 500 g/m2, were too heavy for the
blotting board technique. Thus, the web samples were taken in the following
manner. A short piece of the web was released from the wire by striking it manually,
and the piece of web was caught on a plate. From the plate surface, the sample was
laid onto a blotting board.
In the laboratory, the web samples were pressed with a laboratory presser as
with standard handsheets. The wet web samples were stacked with additional
blotting boards, pressed for 5 min in a laboratory sheet presser at 400 kPa, then
restacked and pressed for another 2 min. After pressing, the samples were dried on
a drying drum. The surface temperature of the drying drum was 120 ºC. The web
samples were laid one by one on a piece of felt which transported the samples on
the outer surface of the drying drum. The running speed of the drum was 0.5–0.8
m/s. If necessary, the samples were rolled over the drum more than once. After
drying, the web samples were detached from their blotting board. The dried
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samples were then taken to a paper laboratory for air conditioning and sheet
analysis.
The sheet samples were analyzed in the Laboratory of Paper Technology at
Aalto University. The following sheet properties were determined following the
appropriate standards and procedures: grammage, thickness, density, beta
formation (when applicable), MD and CD tensile strength, and internal bond (Scott
bond). The list of standards is given in Appendix 2. When the grammage was too
high for Ambertec beta formation measurement (grammage over 400 g/m2), the
formation was evaluated visually.
Stock samples
Stock samples were taken through Nove H, the sampler for high consistency pulps
manufactured by Valmet Automation, or when a sample was taken from the storage
tank, a sampling bucket was used.
The stock samples from the selected test points were analyzed in the laboratory
of the Anjalankoski Paper Technology Center, including the following
determinations: consistency, Schopper-Riegler (SR), and fiber length and
coarseness using a kajaaniFS300TM fiber analyzer.
Process data
The process is logic controlled. For process controlling purposes the following data
was measured and stored in a computer once per second: headbox consistency; flow
rate of the MC pump, headbox, and add-on waters to the stock silo; positions of the
control valves; pump delivery pressure and pressure in the headbox approach pipe;
speed of the wire; rotation speed of the MC pump and the headbox rotor; power
consumption of the MC pump and the headbox rotor; and surface level of the stock
silo. Because the data were collected for process controlling purposes, they are not
reported in this thesis.
Consistency measurements were performed using the kajaaniMCAi-FT
consistency analyzer and verified frequently by laboratory analysis. The flow rates
were measured using Endress+Hauser Promag 35ST1H magnetic flow meters.
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3.4

Visualization

3.4.1 Flocculation (2D)
Fluidization in the UHC headbox was estimated by quantifying the state of
flocculation described by floc size. As noted in the literature review, UHC fiber
suspensions flow in a pipe as plug and floc formation results from network
disruption. The plug separates into flocs which interact to form their final size and
shape. Accordingly, alteration of the floc size describes the state of flocculation.
To determine the average floc sizes, digital images were taken at three different
locations. Fig. 32 indicates the location of the visualization by the black arrows.
The first two locations are inside the headbox, while the third is outside of it.
Accordingly, the first two measurements represent the flocculation of the
suspension, while the third measurement represents the flocculation of the formed
web. In reality, Locations 3 is further away at the end of the wire section. However,
the structure of the web is assumed to be unchanged after the wedge due to the high
consistency of the UHC webs (C > 5%). It has been reported that reforming at the
forming section may occur up to local web consistencies of 4–6%. (Malashenko,
1998a)

Fig. 32. Schematic diagram of the UHC headbox showing the three locations of
visualization. Locations 1 and 2 are inside the headbox, and Location 3 is outside of it.

A minimum of 200 images were taken at each location. It is found that 50 images
are sufficient in most cases. (Kellomäki et al., 1999) To ensure high quality data,
the minimum of 200 was chosen.
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Measuring equipment
In order to capture images from inside the headbox, a transparent circular window
of 50 mm in diameter is mounted onto the rotor shell of the headbox (Part 7 in Fig.
24), and two separate illumination plates of size 40 x 40 mm2 are mounted on the
trailing stator (Parts 9 and 12 in Fig. 24). The transmitted light is reflected to a
camera by a mirror placed in the center of the rotor. The arrangement is depicted in
Fig. 33.

Fig. 33. Schematic diagram of the visualization from inside the headbox (modified from
Kemiläinen, 2005).

For online images of the web, an illumination plate of size 70 x 70 mm2 is fitted
just beneath the bottom wire. The light transmitted through both the wire and the
web is captured by another camera. Two separate cameras were used, one for
suspension and the other for web imaging, because changes in distance between the
camera and focus area are known to alter the measured floc size. (Leppävuori, 2004)
The light source is a diode laser. The laser makes it easy to modulate and create
intense enough illumination of the target area. The laser light is carried by tens of
optical fibers from the source to the illumination plates. The light scatters inside
the white illumination plates, providing sufficiently even illumination. The control
unit triggers the laser light, so that the camera catches images synchronously with
the laser light flashing. Since the laser light is very strong, stray light does not affect
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the images. The laser light pulse width and intensity were kept constant. The pulse
length was 10 μs. The cameras are Pixelink PL-A471, with a resolution of 1280 x
1024. The pixel size of the suspension images was 0.045 x 0.045 mm2, while the
pixel size of the web images was 0.055 x 0.055 mm2. The recording rate was 10
frames per second on average. The images were saved as 8-bit monochrome tiff
files in a computer
The measuring equipment was custom-made by Cavitar Ltd, as their diode
laser (Alahautala, 2004) is the central element of the equipment.
Determination of floc sizes
The floc sizes were analyzed from the captured images using the analysis method
developed and successfully used for many years at the VTT Technical Research
Center of Finland. The analysis method is described in Kellomäki et al. (1999) and
in Karema et al. (1999). Further, the effects of imaging parameters on floc sizes are
given in Leppävuori (2004). The analysis was performed by the VTT Technical
Research Center of Finland.
The basic principle of the analysis method is as follows: First, the original
images were enhanced. The images of flowing suspension were rotated such that
the vertical and horizontal directions of the images parallel with the MD and CD
directions, as they do in the images of web. The mirror was placed in the center of
the rotor and rotated together with the rotor, while the position of the camera was
fixed. This caused the rotation of images from inside the headbox. After correcting
the direction of the images, the unevenness of the illumination was corrected. Using
large image statistics (minimum 200) and assuming that the Lambert-Beer law
(exponential decay of intensity as a function of consistency) applies, the
illumination field can be computed from the set of images with good accuracy. The
intensities of each image within the set were corrected with the average image.
Next, the illumination corrected images were thresholded with their intensity
median so that half of the pixels in the image area were marked as flocs and the
other half as voids. Finally, the floc sizes in the MD and CD directions of each
image were defined from the thresholded image. The floc sizes were computed as
length-weighted chord lengths. The chord length is defined as the maximum length
of a continuous line segment in the direction that is in entirely within a floc at a
given location in the thresholded image. The average floc size of the 200 images
minimum within the set was then calculated.
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Fig. 34 shows, as an example, an original image of the web, the corresponding
illumination corrected, and the corresponding thresholded binary image. Due to the
transillumination, dark areas correspond to flocs and light areas to voids.
A

B

C

Fig. 34. A) Original image of UHC web made of eucalyptus pulp at a headbox
consistency of 10%. B) The corresponding illumination corrected image. C) The
corresponding median thresholded image. Due to the transillumination, dark areas
correspond to flocs and light areas to voids.

3.4.2 Sheet structure (3D)
X-μCT
X-μCT images of selected samples were taken and analyzed qualitatively and
quantitatively in order to evaluate the fiber orientation in the sheet samples. The
measurements using an Xradia MicroXCT 400 scanner and the necessary image
analyses were performed in the Department of Physics at the University of
Jyväskylä.
Table 8 lists the analyzed samples. The sample size was approximately 5 x 3
2
mm , in the MD x CD directions, to fit the samples into the field of view of the
scanner. The imaging resolution was 2.7 μm3 voxels. The intensity of the radiation
is low. Therefore, in order to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, the detection time
for each sample was several hours.
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Table 8. Sheet samples for X-μCT.
Sheet sample

Fiber

Consistency

Slice opening

Wire speed

Flow rate

Rotor speed

%

mm

m/min

l/s

rpm

Euca CT1

Eucalyptus

6.2

2.8

400

2.4

-1000

Euca CT2

Eucalyptus

10.3

2.8

500

2.8

-1000

Euca CT3

Eucalyptus

5.1

5.4

500

5.4

-1000

Euca CT4

Eucalyptus

8.7

5.4

500

5.4

-1000

Pine CT5

Pine

5.0

5.4

500

5.4

-1000

Pine CT6

Pine

9.3

5.4

400

4.3

-1000

Ref CT7,

Eucalyptus

0.017

Standard Handsheet

Euca HS

The 3D structure of a sample is computationally reconstructed from the 2D X-ray
projection images. The structure of the sample is then quantified by applying image
analysis algorithms to the reconstructed 3D image. Lately, various image analysis
algorithms have been developed. However, many of them are designed for solid
particles and cannot, due to the irregular and tubular shape of the fibers, be directly
applied to wood fibers. For example, algorithms based on finding the centerline of
a particle may instead find an arbitrary line through the fiber wall, or an algorithm
for determining the cross-sectional diameter of a particle may instead find the
thickness of the fiber wall. (Miettinen, 2016) In consequence, knowledge and
experience is needed in selecting an appropriate analysis procedure.
The following methods were utilized in the reconstruction and analysis.
Reconstruction of the 3D image was done using a filtered backprojection algorithm
provided by the scanner manufacturer, the images were preprocessed using
Gaussian convolution to filter spurious noise and artifacts, and finally the local
orientation of fibers within the sheets was estimated. The local fiber orientation was
calculated using the structure tensor method, which gives the orientation for each
pixel of the image determined by the structures surrounding it. The resulting
orientation map was converted into spherical coordinates such that the ϕ angle
represented the angle from the machine direction in the xy plane, and the θ angle
the angle from the xy plane toward the z direction. Statistical binning of the
orientation angles then yielded the in-plane and out-of-plane orientation
distributions. The analysis was performed in the Department of Physics, University
of Jyväskylä.
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Fig. 35 illustrates as an example the 3D color-mapped construction of a UHC
sheet sample. It also shows the forming directions of the sheet sample. The sample
was formed of eucalyptus pulp at an 8.7% consistency.

Fig. 35. 3D illustration of a UHC sheet made of eucalyptus pulp at an 8.7% consistency.

Sheet splitting
Alongside the sophisticated X-μCT method, a sheet splitting method by tapelayering was utilized to qualitatively evaluate the structure of the UHC samples.
The sheet splitting was done by the VTT Technical Research Center of Finland.
The tape quality used typically separates an 80 g/m2 sample into 20 layers. The
structure and formation of each layer of a sample was determined visually. The list
of the analyzed samples is given in Table 8, excluding the reference handsheets, i.e.
they correspond with the UHC sheets analyzed utilizing the X-μCT method.
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4

Results

The results are presented in the following five main sections:
Chapter 4.1 summarizes general observations on the operation of the UHC
pilot former. Chapter 4.1 depicts the operational potential of the former and the
effect of the headbox geometry on forming.
Chapter 4.2 presents the results obtained at the laboratory scale, namely
fluidization in the rotary shear device. Chapter 4.2 presents the fluidization points
and the corresponding apparent viscosities of the UHC suspensions. The apparent
viscosities are used, together with the flocculation (Chapter 4.3) results, to estimate
the critical Reynolds number for full fluidization to occur in the UHC headbox.
Chapter 4.3 describes flocculation. The grade of the flocculation is described
by the average floc size and quantifies the state of fluidization. Images of the
suspensions flowing inside the headbox and of the formed webs were recorded
concurrently utilizing the transillumination technique, and the average floc sizes
(2D) were quantified.
Chapter 4.4 gives the basic paper properties of the UHC sheets. The basic paper
properties concerned were formation, in-plane tensile strength, and out-of-plane
strength (internal bond). Chapter 4.4 also presents a comparison between the paper
properties and the floc size of the web.
Finally, Chapter 4.5 represents the 3D structure of UHC sheets quantified by
X-μCT and sheet splitting.
4.1

UHC process

This chapter summarizes the general observations on the operation of the UHC
pilot former observed during both the preliminary trials and the primary
experiments. Due to the novelty of the UHC forming, general observations on the
operation were considered to be important, as the observations would steer future
development and research. First the operational potential of the UHC former is
presented and compared with past work, then the effect of headbox geometry on
forming is discussed, and finally two other general observations are noted.
4.1.1 Operational potential of the UHC pilot former
Fig. 36 shows the 362 test points, run during the preliminary trials and the primary
experiments, as a chart of consistency vs. grammage, while Fig. 37 draws them as
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a chart of machine speed vs. grammage. The change in grammage results from the
alteration of the slice opening (3–9 mm) and/or consistency (1–15%). Both figures
also depict the focus area of this study.

Fig. 36. 362 test points run with the UHC headbox illustrated as consistency vs.
grammage. The label Board refers to a mix of coated broke and pine pulp run during the
preliminary trials, while all the others are unbeaten bleached kraft pulps with no
additives or fillers.
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Fig. 37. 362 test points run with the UHC headbox illustrated as machine speed vs.
grammage. The label Board refers to a mix of coated broke and pine pulp run during the
preliminary trials, while all the others are unbeaten bleached kraft pulps with no
additives or fillers.

In all, the operation range of the UHC headbox was found to be wide: consistencies
of 1–15%, grammages of 25–1100 g/m2, and machine speeds of 150–1000 m/min.
Within the given limits, a uniform web was produced. Fig. 38 depicts the good
uniformity of the web even at a 15% consistency. Chapter 4.4 presents the
qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the formation.
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Fig. 38. Web coming out of the wedge. Eucalyptus pulp at a 15% consistency.

The lower limit of the machine speed, 150 m/min, is set by the driving motors of
the wire rolls. The maximum speed, 1000 m/min, and the upper limit of consistency,
15% for eucalyptus pulp, are set by the approach system. In these cases, the
pressure loss overtook the delivery head of the MC pump. The approach system is
designed for a consistency of up to 10% and machine speeds of up to 600 m/min.
In addition, when the consistency was below 3% and the basic headbox
configuration (the diamond shaped rotor) was used, the maximum speed was only
300 m/min, above which the formation deteriorates due to too intense turbulence
or other irregularities of flow.
Comparison to past work
Table 9 summarizes the operation range of the UHC formers and for general
comparison also the ranges of the HC headboxes. As seen, the overall operating
range of the present UHC headbox is wider than the ranges of the other headboxes.
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Table 9. Operating range of HC and UHC headboxes.
Headbox

Consistency

Grammage
2

Speed

Reference

%

g/m

m/min

HC, Formflo

1.5–3.4

100–300

100–750

Waris, 1988

HC, Symflo HC

2.2–3.5

85–290

100–450

Malashenko, 1998b

UHC previous

5–12

275–1000

40–60

Cichoracki et al., 2001

UHC previous

6–10

100–500

< 300

Bencs, 2001

UHC present

1–15

25–1100

150–1000

Present study

4.1.2 Effect of the UHC headbox geometry on forming
This study continued the UHC forming research done by Cichoracki et al. (2001)
and Bencs (2001). The headbox configuration, the shapes of the stators and of the
rotor surface, giving the best formation in the previous study was taken as the
starting point, as was the knowledge gathered. This study also utilized the
experience from the HC forming research done by Valmet (1999–2004). The
research introduced the wedge, the supported forming zone. Below, the relevant
existing knowledge is first summarized and then compared with the observations
in this study.
Channel dimensions
Cichoracki et al. (2001) note that the stator components are important because they
aid floc disruption. Bencs (2001) found that accurate adjustability is one of the
critical factors for finding the optimum settings. Further, Bencs reports that a long
‘fluidization zone,’ referring to the length of the stator having some kind of wavy
pattern, together with a small channel height, provides the best fluidization and
sheet formation.
During the preliminary trials of this study, the height of the UHC headbox
channel and the length of the ‘fluidization zone’ were varied. The length of the
‘fluidization zone’ was altered by replacing the wavy patterned parts of the stator,
one after the other, with those with a smooth surface. The formation was evaluated
mostly visually, but also by laboratory analysis. It was found that the changes in
channel geometry have no effect worth mentioning on formation. Therefore, the
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headbox channel was fixed, excluding the slide opening, which was varied for
grammage controlling purposes. The original design of the present UHC headbox
was chosen for the further experiment of this study. It is illustrated in Fig. 24 in
Chapter 3.2.1.
Rotor rotation
The fundamental assumption for UHC forming at commercial speeds has been that
an active fluidization element, such as a rotor, will be required, as referred to in
Chapter 2.2.2. The importance of the rotor was noticed in the previous studies.
Cichoracki et al. (2001) report that the rotor imparts shear to the suspension, which
disrupts flocs. Bencs (2001) found that the minimum runnable speed of the rotor is
2000 rpm. Below 2000 rpm the suspension is not fluidized enough for web forming.
Further, Bencs observes that the best formation is obtained at the highest rotational
speed, 3000 rpm. However the difference in formation between speeds of 2000 and
3000 rpm is minor.
During the preliminary trials of this study, the rotor speed and rotation direction
were varied. The rotor speed was between 0 and 2000 rpm, and the rotor rotated
either parallel or reverse to the mean suspension flow. The following main findings
were observed for UHC suspensions:
–

–
–

At the lower machine speeds, the rotor enhances forming. In particular, when
the machine speed is low and simultaneously the consistency very high, the
effect of the rotor’s rotation on forming is notable or even critical;
Increasing the rotational speed from 1000 to 2000 rpm has no significant effect
on forming; and
At higher machine speeds, the effect of the rotor’s rotation on forming lessens.
Uniform webs were produced with the rotor standing still, up to a consistency
of 12% with eucalyptus pulp, and 10% with pine pulp.

The difference in the minimum operational speed limit of the rotor is due to the
difference in the design of the headboxes. Fig. 39 presents schematic diagrams of
the previous and present UHC headboxes. It is noteworthy that the rotor diameters
and surface patterns of the two UHC headboxes were equal. During the trials with
the previous UHC headbox, several rotor surface patterns were tested. The best one
was chosen for the present UHC headbox.
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A

B

Fig. 39. A) Schematic diagram of the previous UHC headbox (modified from Bencs,
2001). B) Schematic diagram of the present UHC headbox. The diameter of the rotors is
165 mm.

The previous UHC headbox consisted of a large silo in which the stock was
practically at rest until forced to move by the rotor. The rotor imparted shear to the
suspension. The shear forced the suspension to flow (overcame the yield stress),
disrupted flocs, and spread the suspension evenly across the machine. (Cichoracki
et al., 2001) The present headbox consists of a narrow and converting flow channel
in which the suspension is in unceasing and accelerating motion, i.e., the rotor aids
in creating shear, but is not solely responsible for it because the flow in the narrow
channel also creates shear forces.
The effect of the rotor’s rotation on fluidization and on selected paper
properties is evaluated quantitatively in Chapters 4.3 and 4.4.
Rotor surface pattern
As reported above, it was found that the changes in the headbox channel have no
noteworthy effect on forming, and further that the effect of the rotor speed is less
than expected based on previous studies. For these reasons, the effect of the rotor
surface pattern on forming was tested. The diamond shaped rotor shell was replaced
with the smooth one, while the stators were those with the wavy pattern. The
smooth rotor surface is machined, but not polished, as is typically done for headbox
channel parts.
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Table 10 presents a comparison between the selected sheet properties for the
smooth and diamond shaped rotor surfaces. The fiber used was unbeaten eucalyptus
with no additives.
Table 10. Comparison between the sheet properties of the smooth and diamond shaped
rotor surfaces tested using eucalyptus in the given range of process parameters.
Rotor

Sheet property, average ± stdev(*

Process parameter, range

surface

Consis

Slice

Machine

Rotor

Gramm

tency

opening

speed

speed

age

Bulk

Beta

Geometric

formation

tensile

index

strength

Bond

index

Diamond

%

mm

m/min

rpm

6–10

2.8

300–600

0–1000

5–10

2.8

300–700

0–1000

g/m²

cm³/g

√g/m

Nm/g

J/m²

220 ± 50 1.7 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.3

11 ± 3

240 ± 50

200 ± 60 1.9 ± 0.0 2.3 ± 0.5

7±3

135 ± 13

shaped
Smooth
(*

stdev = Standard deviation

It was found that the smooth rotor is fully operable within the test range. However,
as listed in Table 10, the average formation index and strength properties deteriorate
by 40%. This indicates a less even structure of the sheet. Evidently, the diamond
shaped pattern facilitates floc disruption, as also noted by Cichoracki et al. (2001).
Therefore, the diamond shaped rotor surface was selected for the further
experiments of this study.
Wedge
The way in which the suspension is transferred from the slice opening onwards is
different between the previous and the present UHC headboxes. In the previous
UHC headbox, a suction roll, placed directly beneath the fluidization rotor, was
used to discharge suspension. In the present UHC headbox, the suspension flows
from the slice opening into the wedge.
The measurement method of the digging angle and the effect of digging on the
passage of the bottom wire were illustrated in Chapter 3.3.1. As noted there, the
absolute digging angle has no particular meaning, since the measuring method was
chosen for repeatability purposes only.
Fig. 40 visualizes a comparison between three different digging cases. In the
three example cases, excluding the digging angle, all other process parameters were
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kept constant: eucalyptus pulp, consistency of 5%, slice opening of 2.8 mm,
machine speed of 400 m/min, and rotor speed of 0 rpm. The photographs were
taken using a hand-held camera. Even if the camera angle of the pictures is not
quite the same, nor the focus the best possible, the difference between the webs is
clearly seen.
A

B

C

Fig. 40. Effect of digging on web forming. A) Strong digging, digging angle 24º. B)
Optimum digging, digging angle 20º. C) Light digging, digging angle 16º.

Fig. 40 depicts the effect of strong digging (left), adequate digging (middle), and
light digging (right) on forming. The following main observations were noted and
the behavior was found to be systematic:
–

–

–

When the digging is strong, the web coming out from the wedge is thin, more
pressed. It was found that if digging is increased further the web structure is
completely lost. This has already partially happened in the left picture;
When the digging is light, the web coming out from the wedge is thick, less
pressed. It was found that if the digging is decreased further, the uniformity of
the web is lost: the web is ruptured. The web rupture was clearly noted by
observing the transilluminated images of the web. It was discovered that at
standstill, the tip of the slice plate needs to be in contact with the forming wire
or the web structure is lost when running; and
When the digging is adequate, uniform web is formed. The feasible range of
the digging angle was found to be 20º ± 4º, while the optimum is 20º. In
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addition, the optimum digging angle was found to be independent of the other
tested process parameters, namely consistency, fiber length, slice opening,
rotor speed, and machine speed.
The observations clearly demonstrate that the wedge, the supported forming zone,
is critical for forming UHC suspensions. Further, the wedge has its optimum setting
independent of the other tested process parameters.
Even if the concept of digging remains somewhat arbitrary, it provides a
practical and most importantly repeatable way to adjust the relative position of the
wedge with the wire.
A change in the digging causes a change in the passage of the wire. With
‘adequate digging,’ the tip of the wedge lightly presses the wire, causing the wire
to bend slightly. The ± 4º change in the digging angle of the UHX headbox signifies
a ± 23 mm change in the relative position of the wedge tip with the bottom wire.
When the digging is increased, the local radius of the wire at the tip of the wedge
is decreased. The smaller radius signifies greater local pressure, as the pressure is
inversely dependent on the radius. Apparently, the pressure at the tip of the slice
plate needs to be within an adequate range in order to facilitate successful forming
at UHC.
4.1.3 Other observations of the operation
Accumulation of air
Bencs (2001) reports that air in suspension causes a problem for UHC forming.
Occasionally, the rotor surface was seen to be covered by air, which reduces the
mixing efficiency. Air caused no such problems in the present UHC headbox. In
images captured from inside the headbox, only individual, small air bubbles are
seen at the highest consistencies. In this respect, the degassing of the commercial
MC pump seems to be efficient enough.
Decrease in dewatering need
A motivation for increasing forming consistency is the decrease in dewatering need,
and thus reduction in flow volumes at the wet end. Fig. 41 illustrates the mass
balance of a forming section. Conservation of mass rules that mass flow in is equal
to mass flow out
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=

+

,

(20)

where ṁH (kg/s) is the total mass flow rate from the headbox, ṁD is the total mass
flow rate dewatered in the wire section, and ṁP is the total mass flow rate from the
wire section to the pressing section. The total mass is the sum of the water mass
and fiber mass.

Fig. 41. Mass balance of the wire section.

Deriving from the mass balance, using the definition of consistency (Eq. 1) and
assuming 100% fiber retention at the forming section, the dewatering need at the
forming section can be expressed as
=(

−

)

,

(21)

where ṁDw is the flow rate of dewatered water from the forming section, ṁHf is the
flow rate of fibers from the headbox, CH (-) is the headbox consistency, and CP (-)
is the consistency at the end of the forming section just before the pressing. Thus,
the relation of the dewatering needs for two different headbox consistencies,
referred to by subindices 1 and 2, can be estimated as (assuming constant CP = 0.20)
=

.

(22)

From Eq. 22, the ratio of dewatering need for a 10% suspension to a 1%
suspension is 1/19, while the ratio for a 5% suspension to a 1% suspension is 1/16.
That is to say, when the headbox consistency of a given machine (with a 20%
consistency after the forming section) is increased from 1 to 5% or from 1 to 10%,
the dewatering need decreases 84% or 95%. The decrease in dewatering need
signifies that increasing the headbox consistency from the current LC to UHC
would significantly reduce the flow volumes and thus shorten the length of the
forming section.
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4.2

Fluidization in the rotary device

The results presented in this subchapter concern the laboratory-scale rotary shear
device. The related literature review was presented in Chapter 2.2.3 and the
experimental device and method in Chapter 3.1. The obtained apparent viscosities
are used to evaluate the critical Reynolds number for full fluidization in the UHC
headbox in Chapter 4.3.4.
4.2.1 Fluidization point
Fig. 42 and Fig. 43 present the measured input powers as function of the rotor speed
for eucalyptus and pine pulp with the reference values run with water. Fig. 42 and
Fig. 43 also indicate the fluidization points, which were determined visually as
described in Chapter 3.1.3. The power is the net input power of the electric motor.

Fig. 42. Input power as a function of the rotor speed and the fluidization points for
eucalyptus pulp and water.
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Fig. 43. Input power as a function of the rotor speed and the fluidization points for pine
pulp and water.

The power required for fluidization increases with consistency and fiber length. For
example, for eucalyptus pulp at a 10.3% consistency, the power required for
fluidization is 4.4 kW, while for pine pulp at a 9.3% consistency, the power is 6.2
kW. Further, the power required for fluidization is the same or even less than the
reference value for water. The smaller power values than the reference values of
water were recorded for eucalyptus above a consistency of 8%. This is discussed
further in Chapter 4.2.4.
4.2.2 Power dissipation
Fig. 44 presents the measured power dissipations at the fluidization points as a
function of consistency, as typically presented in the literature. The power
=
/ . Each of the results
dissipations were calculated using Eq. 2:
represents the average of three to four measurements with their standard deviations.
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Fig. 44. Power dissipation of eucalyptus and pine pulp as a function of consistency.

The dependence of power dissipation (εF, MW/m3) on consistency appears to be
linear and can be expressed with the following simple formula for eucalyptus (R2
= 0.99)
= 0.08

− 0.17,

(23)

= 0.12

− 0.23,

(24)

and for pine (R2 = 0.99)

where C (%) is the consistency. The formulas are valid for the test conditions.
4.2.3 Apparent viscosity
Fig. 45 presents the apparent viscosity of the suspensions in a fluidized state as a
function of consistency. Each of the results represents the average of three to four
measurements with their standard deviations.
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Fig. 45. Apparent viscosities of eucalyptus and pine pulps in a fluidized state as a
function of consistency.

The dependence of the apparent viscosity μa (Pa·s) on consistency is linear and can
be expressed with the following formula for eucalyptus (R2 = 0.99)
= 0.22 + 0.018 ,

(25)

= 0.28 + 0.024 ,

(26)

and for pine (R2 = 0.95)

in which C (%) is the consistency. The formulas are valid for the conditions, i.e.,
for the apparatus used and a consistency range of 3–10%.
4.2.4 Comparison with past work
Power required for fluidization
Table 11 gathers the estimated power dissipations for 5% and 10% fiber
suspensions given in the literature and obtained in this study. As seen, the values of
this study are between the values reported by the others.
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Table 11. Power dissipations (MW/m3) for UHC kraft pulps at 5% and 10% consistency
by various studies. BHK denotes bleached hardwood kraft, BSK bleached softwood
kraft, and SBSK semibleached softwood kraft.
Consistency (%)
5

10

0.08

0.85

~ 1.9 (1

~ 1.9 (1

Fiber type

Reference

Remarks

BSK

Gullichsen and Härkönen, 1981

Pine, beaten information not given

BSK, BHK

Hietaniemi and Gullichsen, 1994

Pine and birch, beaten information
not given

0.84

4.7

SBSK

Bennington and Kerekes, 1996

Never dried

0.23

0.63

BHK

Present study

Eucalyptus, unbeaten, SR 16–17

0.37

0.97

BSK

Present study

Pine, unbeaten, SR 14–17

(1

for rotor speed 2750 rpm

The power required for fluidization is typically compared with the reference value
for water obtained in the test apparatus in question. Gullichsen and Härkönen (1981)
as well as Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994) report that the power required for
fluidization is about the same or slightly higher than the reference values of water,
whereas Bennington et al. (1991) report that the power for fluidization is the same
or slightly lower than the reference values for water. Bennington et al. note that at
consistencies above 10% the presence of air causes power consumptions lower than
the reference values for water. The air occupies the space between the rotor lugs
and thus damps the momentum transfer. Moreover, as remarked in Chapter 2.1, the
increase in the maximum air content of fiber suspension is substantial above a 10–
15% consistency.
It this study, the power required for fluidization was found to be about the same,
or in the case of eucalyptus above an 8% consistency, somewhat lower, than the
reference value for water. The stock samples of a consistency higher than 4% were
taken from the headbox feeding pipe after the MC pump with degassing. Therefore,
it is justified to assume that the amount of air was low. The assumption is supported
by the observations during the UHC forming. The air did not disrupt the forming
process at any time.
Fig. 46 shows the measured power as a function of the rotor speed for
eucalyptus with different Schoppler-Riegler (SR) values. The results are from the
preliminary trials during which the stock was circulated for a long period of time.
As a result, suspension flowed through the MC pump and UHC headbox several
hundreds of times, which caused changes in the fiber properties. (Jokinen, 2006)
The maximum input power during the preliminary trials was 1020 kWh/bdmt for
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eucalyptus and 1700 kWh/bdmt for pine. The maximum input energies are high
compared to the typical input energies in refining (< 300 kWh/bdmt, Lumiainen,
2000).

Fig. 46. Input power as a function of the rotor speed for eucalyptus with different SR
values, and the reference curve run with water.

Fig. 46 illustrates the effect of freeness on fluidization power. The less treated
suspension (SR 16 and 18) requires lower fluidization power than the more treated
suspension (SR 20). In consequence, the measured power values lower than those
for water of this study are considered to result rather from some fiber property than
from the presence of air.
Dependence of apparent viscosity on consistency
The results on the apparent viscosity-consistency dependence of suspensions given
in past works are mutually different:
For LC and HC suspensions it has been reported that the viscosity of softwood
and hardwood suspensions depend linearly on consistency (C = 1–4%; Chase et al.,
1989); that the viscosity of hardwood pulp is more dependent on consistency than
the viscosity of softwood pulp, but the relationship is non-linear (C < 1.2C%,
Silveira et al. 2002; and C < 3%, Ventura et al., 2007); and that the viscosity of
various commercial pulps depends exponentially on consistency while the value of
the power is 3.1 (C = 1–5%; Derakhshandeh et al., 2010).
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For UHC suspensions, Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994) found that below a
consistency of 10%, the apparent viscosity of fluidized UHC suspension is
independent of consistency, but above 10% strongly dependent on consistency.
Bennington and Kerekes (1996) report that the dependence of the apparent
viscosity on consistency is exponential. Thus, the results obtained in this study
differ from the previous ones for UHC suspensions and show that, under test
conditions, the dependence of the apparent viscosity on consistency is linear.
Apparent viscosity of fluidized UHC suspension
Table 12 lists the apparent viscosities reported for HC and UHC suspension by
different studies.
Table 12. Apparent viscosities reported for HC and UHC suspension. *denotes
dependence on the rotor speed, BHK bleached hardwood, BSK bleached softwood kraft,
SBK semi-bleached kraft, and SBSK semi-bleached softwood kraft.
Apparent viscosity (Pa·s)

Fiber

Reference

suspension

Consistency (%)

Dependence on consistency (C, %),
Other remarks

3

5

10

-

-

7

BSK

Gullichsen and Härkönen 1981 Dependence on consistency not

-

-

16

SBK

Bennington et al. 1991

given, beaten information not given
Dependence on consistency not
given, never dried fiber, beaten
information not given
3–5*

3–5*

3–5*

BSK, BHK

4.4–4.7 4.4–4.7 4.4–4.7 BSK

Hietaniemi and Gullichsen

μa ≠ f(C), C<10 %, pine and birch,

1994

beaten information not given

Hietaniemi and Gullichsen

μa ≈≠ f(C), C<10 %, pine, beaten

1995

information not given

0.045

0.22

1.9

SBSK

Bennington and Kerekes 1996 μa =1.5x10-3C3.1, 1< C <13 %, never

0.27

0.31

0.40

BHK

Present study

dried, beaten information not given
μa=0.22+0.018C, 3< C <10 %,
eucalyptus, unbeaten, SR 16–17
0.35

0.40

0.52

BSK

Present study

μa=0.28+0.024C, 3< C <10 %,
pine, unbeaten, SR 14–17

The apparent viscosities obtained in this study for bleached kraft UHC suspension
are between 0.31 and 0.52 Pa·s, and thus lower than most values given by others.
It is noteworthy that the values obtained here are an order of magnitude lower than
those reported by Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994), while the main difference
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between the two test apparatuses are the rotor and the volume of the chamber.
However, the values of apparent viscosity are not expected to be the same, but to
be dependent on the apparatus they are measured with, as discussed in Chapter
2.2.4. For this very reason, the construction of the rotary shear device was chosen
to resemble the UHC headbox. In doing this, it is assumed that the estimated values
with the rotary device are applicable for estimating fluidization in the UHC
headbox. The estimation is done in Chapter. 4.3.3.
4.2.5 Summary and conclusion
The fluidization points and the corresponding apparent viscosities of UHC
suspensions were determined using the laboratory shear device. It was found that
the apparent viscosities of the UHC suspensions depend linearly on consistency
and the obtained values for 5% and 10% suspensions are smaller than most values
reported by others. This signifies that it is feasible to build a vessel in which the
energy needed to maintain the fluidized state of a UHC suspension (C = 5–10%)
would be less than is typically reported in the literature.
4.3

Flocculation

The state of flocculation is an indicator of the state of fluidization and is described
here by the average floc size. To determine the average floc sizes, 200
transilluminated digital images at minimum were taken concurrently at each of the
three locations of visualization. The location of Visualizations 1 and 2 are inside
the headbox, whereas the location of Visualization 3 is outside of it. Accordingly,
the first two measurements represent the flocculation of the suspension, while the
third represents the flocculation of the formed web. The measuring equipment and
quantification of the average floc sizes were described in Chapter 3.4.1.
The results are presented in the following five main sections:
–
–
–
–

Chapter 4.3.1 gives an illustration of the floc size analysis and presents two
general findings;
Chapter 4.3.2 presents the effects of consistency, fiber length, flow rate, and
rotor rotation on floc size;
Chapter 4.3.3 summarizes the effect of the process parameters on the floc size
of the web and suggests critical Reynolds numbers for full fluidization to occur;
Chapter 4.3.4 provides a comparison with past works; and
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–

Chapter 4.3.5 brings forward a summary and conclusion.

The results are mostly given as geometric floc size. Geometric (GEO) floc size is
defined as the square root of the product of MD floc size and CD floc size, and
describes the overall floc size. The geometric floc size was chosen because it clearly
demonstrates the trends of changes in floc size due to changes in the selected
process parameter.
The alteration of floc size within the headbox was somewhat different than
expected, and the effect of selected process parameters on the floc size of the web
less than expected. However, the overall behavior was observed to be systematic.
Below, the results are depicted and summarized using selected example cases,
while all of the results are presented in Appendix 1.
4.3.1 Illustration of the floc size analysis
Fig. 47 shows single thresholded images taken at each of the three locations of
visualization. The vertical direction of the thresholded images is parallel with the
MD direction and the horizontal direction is parallel with the CD direction. The
original image of the web is cropped to correspond with the size of the images of
the suspension. The size of the images is approximately 26 x 35 mm2 in the MD
and CD directions. The example case was run with eucalyptus pulp at a 6.2%
consistency, a headbox flow rate of 2.4 l/s, and the rotor standing still.
A

B

C

Fig. 47. Single thresholded images of eucalyptus pulp at a 6.2% consistency taken at
the three locations of visualization. A) Location of Visualization 1. B) Location of
Visualization 2. C) Location of Visualization 3. The vertical direction of the images is
parallel with the MD direction, and the horizontal with the CD direction. Due to
transillumination, black areas represent flocs.
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Fig. 47 depicts the differences in the floc sizes. The size of the flocs (black areas)
seems to be largest at the location of Visualization 1 and clearly smallest at the
location of Visualization 3.
Fig. 48 shows the corresponding average MD, CD, and geometric (GEO) floc
sizes for the case illustrated in Fig. 47. Fig. 48 also depicts a schematic diagram of
the headbox with markings showing the three locations of visualization.

Fig. 48. Average MD, CD, and geometric (GEO) floc sizes at the three locations of
visualization for the eucalyptus pulp case depicted in Fig. 47. Alongside the chart the
locations of the visualization are shown (Fig. 32).

Fig. 48 verifies the above observations. The floc size of the formed web is clearly
smaller than the floc sizes in the suspension state. Fig. 48 also indicates that the
selected geometric (GEO) floc size represents the overall alteration in floc size
between the three locations of visualization.
Fig. 49 illustrates the geometric floc sizes of an example eucalyptus pulp at the
three locations of visualization. The example eucalyptus pulp was run at a 6.2%
consistency, with a headbox flow rate of 2.4 l/s, and three different rotation speeds
or directions of the headbox rotor, namely, 1000 rpm parallel to the mean flow
direction (1000 Par.), 0 rpm (0), and 1000 rpm reverse to the mean flow direction
(1000 Rev.).
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Fig. 49. Geometric floc sizes at the three locations of visualization for a eucalyptus pulp
at a 6.2% consistency (C), run with a flow rate (Q) of 2.4 l/s, and with three different
speeds and/or direction of rotations of the rotor: 1000 rpm parallel to flow (1000 Par.), 0
rpm (0), and 1000 rpm reverse to flow (1000 Rev.).

Fig. 49 reveals two major systematic behaviors found. First, at the location of
Visualization 1, the rotation of the rotor clearly affects the floc size of the
suspension, but the effect of the rotor is less pronounced at the latter two locations.
Second, depending on the rotation of the rotor, the floc size at the location of
Visualization 2 can be smaller, equal to, or bigger than the floc size at the location
of Visualization 1.
The boundary conditions between the location of Visualizations 1 and 2 are
different. The height of the open channel at the location of Visualization 1 is on
average 15.5 mm and at the location of Visualization 2 is 3.5 mm. In addition, at
the location of Visualization 1, the stator surface is smooth, while at the location of
Visualization 2 there are 5 mm deep grooves 17 mm apart perpendicular to the flow.
Presumably, at the location of Visualization 2 the geometric patterns of the flow
channel govern the motion of the suspension and the floc size, whereas at Location
1 there are no such restrictions.
4.3.2 Effect of consistency, fiber length, flow rate, and rotor rotation
on floc size
As observed above, the rotation of the rotor affects the floc size in the suspension
state. For this reason, the results below for consistency, fiber length, and flow rate
are shown in such a way that the case when the rotor was standing still and running
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1000 rpm are presented side by side. The case when the rotor was standing still is
presented on the left-hand side and the case when the rotor was running 1000 rpm
on the right-hand side of the figures.
Consistency
Fig. 50 depicts the effects of consistency on floc size. Fig. 50 shows the geometric
floc sizes of the eucalyptus pulp at the three locations of visualization for two
different consistencies, namely 6.2% and 10.3%. The difference between the leftand right-hand side charts is the rotor speed, 0 rpm and 1000 rpm respectively.
A

B

Fig. 50. Effect of consistency on floc size. Geometric floc sizes at the three locations of
visualization for eucalyptus pulps at 6.2% and 10.3% consistencies, run with A) the rotor
standing still and B) rotating at 1000 rpm.

The floc size of suspension inside the headbox (the location of Visualizations 1 and
2) is smaller, but the floc size of the formed web (the location of Visualization 3) is
larger when the consistency is higher. The reasons for the smaller floc size in the
suspension state with higher consistency are not clear. Nevertheless, the behavior
was systemic throughout the study.
Fiber length
Fig. 51 presents the effect of fiber length on floc size. It shows the geometric floc
sizes of a eucalyptus pulp with a consistency of 8.7% and a pine pulp with a
consistency of 9.2%, both run with flow rates of about 6 l/s. The difference between
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the left- and right-hand side charts is the rotor speed, 0 rpm and 1000 rpm
respectively.
A

B

Fig. 51. Effect of fiber length on floc size. Geometric floc sizes at the three locations of
visualization for eucalyptus pulp at an 8.7% consistency and a pine pulp at a 9.2%
consistency, run with A) the rotor standing still and B) rotating at 1000 rpm.

The trends of change in floc size are similar regardless of fiber length, but the floc
size is clearly bigger when the fiber is longer. Here, the floc size of the web is 1.8
and 3.3 mm for eucalyptus and pine, while their fiber lengths are 0.78 and 2.3 mm.
Flow rate
Changing the flow rate alters the mean flow velocity of the suspension inside the
headbox. However, the flow velocity of the suspension cannot be altered
independently, but requires an equivalent alteration in wire speed.
The narrowest point of the headbox channel, just before the slice channel, was
chosen as the point where the velocity was determined. The point was chosen for
the two following reasons. First, the height of the UHC headbox channel is not
constant, but narrows parallel to the direction of the mean flow, causing an equal
increase in the flow velocity. Second, the dimension of the slice opening was altered
during the trials for grammage controlling purposes. At the point chosen, a change
in flow rate causes an equal change in the maximum mean flow velocity of the
suspension inside the headbox, regardless of the slice opening.
Fig. 52 illustrates the effect of flow rate on floc size. It shows the geometric
floc sizes of the eucalyptus pulp at a consistency of 6.2% at the three locations of
visualization and run with three different flow rates, 1.7, 2.4, and 3.4 l/s. The
corresponding maximum mean velocities inside the headbox are 4.1, 5.9, and 8.2
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m/s, respectively. The difference between the charts is the rotor speed, which is 0
rpm and 1000 rpm respectively.
A

B

Fig. 52. Effect of headbox flow rate on floc size. Geometric floc sizes at the three
locations of visualization for eucalyptus pulp at a 6.2% consistency, run with three
different flow rates, 1.7, 2.4, and 3.4 l/s, while A) the rotor was either standing still and
B) rotating at 1000 rpm.

Depending on the location of the visualization, the floc sizes decreases or remains
roughly same as the flow rate (the mean flow velocity) increases. Further, the floc
sizes of the web decrease as the flow rate increases; however, the difference
between the flow rate of 1.7 and 2.4 l/s (velocity of 4.1 and 5.9 m/s) is more
pronounced than the relative difference between the flow rate of 2.4 and 3.4 l/s
(velocity of 5.9 and 8.2 m/s). This is discussed further in Chapter 4.3.3 Floc size of
web vs. Reynolds number.
Rotor rotation
The above results show that the rotation of the headbox rotor causes notable relative
differences in the floc sizes of the suspension (the location of Visualizations 1 and
2), while the effect of the rotation on the floc size of the formed web (the location
of Visualization 3) is less pronounced.
Critical conditions for the rotor’s rotation
For eucalyptus pulp, the floc sizes in the suspension and web were measured within
the following ranges: consistency 5.2–10.3%, slice opening 2.8 and 5.4 mm, flow
rate 1.7–5.4 l/s for which the corresponding velocities just before the slice channel
are 4.2–13 m/s, and rotor speed 0 and 1000 rpm. All of the cases within the ranges
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were found to be fully operable with the rotor standing still. In addition, only when
the consistency is high (C = 10.3%) and the flow rate low (Q = 1.7 l/s) does the
rotation of the rotor clearly affect the floc size of the web. With flow rates higher
than about 3 l/s, the effect of the rotor on floc size ceases to exist.
The number of test points for pine was lower than for eucalyptus as pine pulp
was merely run to demonstrate the effect of fiber length. For pine pulp, the floc
sizes in the suspension and web were measured within the following ranges:
consistency 5.8–9.2%, slice opening 5.4 mm, flow rate 3.2–7.6 l/s for which the
corresponding velocities just before the slice channel are 7.9–19 m/s, and rotor
speed 0 and 1000 rpm. Unlike with the eucalyptus pulp, not all of the cases within
the ranges were fully operable with the rotor standing still. When the flow rate is
low, the UHC headbox is not runnable with the pine pulp if the rotor is standing
still: the limiting flow rates for 5.8% and 9.2% consistencies are 3.2 and 4.3 l/s, for
which the corresponding velocities just before the slice channel are 7.9 and 11 m/s.
With flow rates higher than the liming ones, the rotation of the rotor affects the floc
size of the web slightly (less than 7%), while with flow rates higher than about 7
l/s, the effect of the rotor on the floc size of the web becomes insignificant.
4.3.3 Floc size of web vs. Reynolds number
The results of the floc size of the web are summarized below. They are presented
as a function of the Reynolds number at different crowding number ranges. The
crowding number considers both the fiber length and consistency, while the
Reynolds number considers the flow rate and viscosity.
The Reynolds number is commonly used to estimate the onset of turbulence in
pipe flows, but has also been used to estimate the onset of turbulence in rotary
devices (e.g., Bennington & Kerekes, 1996). The UHC headbox has both elements:
flow in the rectangular channel and the rotor. The following three matters were
taken into consideration:
–
–
–
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The complexity of the UHC channel’s geometry (the rhombic rotor surface and
the grooves on the stator side);
The lack of specific knowledge of the flow behavior of the UHC suspensions;
and
The observations of this study, i.e., that the effect of the rotor’s rotation on the
floc size at the second location of the visualization (close to the slice opening)
is minor in most cases.

The effect of the rotor’s rotation was neglected and the hydraulic Reynolds number
chosen as the first approximation for the transition to a fully fluidized state in the
UHC headbox.
The Reynolds numbers were determined using the linear fits of the apparent
viscosities determined using the rotary device described in Chapter 4.2. As noted
in Chapter 2.2.4, the apparent viscosity is not a characteristic property of a
suspension, but a property of its state, and thus the value depends greatly on the
geometry of the vessel. For this reason, the configuration of the laboratory shear
device was chosen to resemble the UHC headbox. Further, in the laboratory shear
device the fluidization points and corresponding apparent viscosities are
determined for wall-driven (Couette) flow, whereas the flow in the UHC headbox
is either pressure-driven (Poiseuille) or combined pressure and wall-driven flow.
Due to the simplifications and assumptions made, the usage of the Reynolds
number is speculative. However, the approach might provide a functional tool for
engineering purposes.
Using the hydraulic diameter of the channel, DH (m) (White, 1999)
=

,

(27)

where A (m2) is the area of the channel perpendicular to the mean flow and P (m)
the wetted perimeter of the channel, the hydraulic Reynolds number (Re) is given
as
=

=

(

)

,

(27)

where ρ (kg/m3) is the density, v (m/s) flow velocity, and μ (Pa·s) viscosity, whereas
Q (m3/s) is the flow rate, w (m) the width of the channel, and h (m) the height of
the channel.
The Reynolds numbers were calculated using the linear fits for the apparent
viscosities determined in this work (Chapter 4.2.3) and the maximum mean
velocities inside the headbox, i.e. the velocities at the narrowest point of the channel
just before the slice channel. Table 13 lists the maximum velocities inside the
headbox at different machine speeds for the three slice openings. The bolded ones
represent the range run during the primary experiments and for which the floc size
of the web was determined. As seen, the maximum velocity differs from the
velocity at the slice opening.
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Table 13. Maximum velocities inside the headbox at different machine speeds for the
three slice openings. The bolded ones represent the range run during the primary
experiments and for which the floc size of the web was determined.
Machine

Equal flow

speed

velocity at
the slice
opening

Slice opening (mm)
2.8

5.4

9.1

Headbox

Maximum

Headbox

Maximum

Headbox

Maximum

flow rate

flow velocity

flow rate

flow velocity

flow rate

flow velocity

m/min

m/s

l/s

m/s

l/s

m/s

l/s

m/s

150

2.5

0.8

2.1

1.6

4.0

2.7

6.7

300

5.0

1.7

4.1

3.2

7.9

5.5

13.4

700

11.7

3.9

9.6

7.6

18.5

12.7

31.2

Fig. 53 illustrates the floc size of the web as a function of the Reynolds number at
different ranges of the crowding number. In Fig. 53 each result for the floc size
represents the average of three measurements run with different rotor speeds,
namely 1000 rpm parallel and reverse to mean flow, and 0 rpm, while keeping the
other parameters constant. The deviation bars represent the standard deviation; thus,
they represent the effect of the rotor on the floc size of the web. The smaller the
deviation bar, the less the effect of the rotor.
In Fig. 53, the solid symbols are a summary of the results presented above. The
symbols with the open interior are from the trials run earlier, before the
visualization arrangement from inside the headbox was commissioned.
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Fig. 53. Floc size of the web as a function of the Reynolds number for full fluidization at
different ranges of the crowding number (N). The symbols with the open interior
correspond with the solid ones, but were run prior to the main experiments. The
deviation bars represent the effect of the rotor on the floc size of the web. The smaller
the deviation bar, the less the effect of the rotor.

Fig. 53 clarifies that for eucalyptus pulp, the overall effect of the rotor on the floc
size of the web is modest. Below a Reynolds number of about 100 the rotor may
have an effect on the floc size of the web, but above that, the floc size is independent
of the rotor’s rotation. For pine pulp the effect of the rotor is present at a higher
Reynolds number (Ref < 250), but overall the effect of the rotor is minor.
Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994) report that after exceeding the fluidization
point, in the rotary shear device, the floc size reduces and is approximately constant.
Following them, the point of full fluidization in the UHC headbox is regarded as a
state when the floc size of the web reaches its final constant size, the value of which
depends on the crowding number. The onset of fluidization, the point where the
plug disruption and deflocculation starts, is considered to be prior to full
fluidization, similarly with the pipe flow, where the onset of drag reduction and the
onset of fluidization occur before the fully fluidized state.
The critical Reynolds number for the full fluidization for eucalyptus pulp is
around 200. The results for the pine pulp indicate that the critical Reynolds number
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for pine pulp would be around 250. For general comparison, the equivalent
Reynolds numbers for water at room temperature would be above 60,000,
indicating turbulent flow.
In the literature, the onset of transition as well as the fluidized state of the UHC
suspension is defined by critical flow velocities. The critical velocities
corresponding with the Reynolds numbers found here are 9–12 and 14–19 m/s for
eucalyptus and pine pulp at a 5–10% consistency, respectively. The determined
critical velocities are listed and compared with past work in Table 14 below.
4.3.4 Comparison to past work
Effect of rotor on fluidization
The fundamental assumption of UHC forming at commercial speeds has been that
an active fluidization element, such as a rotor, will be required, as was referred to
in Chapter 2.2.2. The importance of the rotor for the fluidization of UHC
suspensions has been confirmed by Cichoracki et al. (2001) and Bencs (2001). The
latter reports, that the minimum operational speed of the rotor is 2000 rpm.
Contradicting the past work, the results obtained in this study reveal that
forming of UHC suspensions at commercial speeds is feasible without the rotor. It
was noted in Chapter 4.1.2 that during the preliminary trials, uniform webs were
produced with the rotor standing still up to a consistency of 12% with eucalyptus
pulp and 10% with pine pulp. In addition, the above summary of the floc sizes of
the web verifies that the present UHC former is fully operable while the rotor is
standing still, with consistencies of up to 10% with eucalyptus pulp and 9% with
pine pulp, provided the flow rate (the mean flow velocity of the suspension) is
sufficiently high.
The difference in the effect of the rotor on forming between the previous and
present results is most likely due to the difference in the flow rates (the mean flow
velocities) of the suspension. The dimensions of the ‘fluidization zone’ of the
present UHC headbox were duplicates of those used by Bencs and the same order
of magnitude as those used by Cichoracki. The ‘fluidization zone’ refers to the flow
channel near the slice opening. The maximum speeds of the UHC forming have
been set by the web sampling. Cichoracki and Bencs report that their maximum
running speeds are 60 and 300 m/min, whereas the speed range of this study is 150–
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700 m/min. In consequence, the flow rates of the present study are up to 12 and 2.3
times higher, respectively, than the flow rates in the previous studies.
Another possible factor contributing to the observed difference in the effect of
the rotor is the difference in the initial state of suspension. In the present UHC
headbox, the suspension is forced to flow by the pump before entering the
‘fluidization zone,’ whereas in the previous headbox, the suspension is at rest before
being forced to flow into the ‘fluidization zone’ by the rotor. Thus, in the previous
UHC headbox, a larger part of the work done by the rotor is used to overcome yield
stresses within the suspension.
Critical velocity
Table 14 gathers the critical velocities of this study with those reported in past
works. The values given by Duffy (1995), Hemström et al. (1976), and Gullichsen
and Härkönen (1981) are for pipe flow, the values given by Duffy et al. (2004)
based on data provided by Francis and Kerekes (1992) for flow through a mill-scale
valve, and the values given by the present study represent the maximum velocities
inside the UHC headbox corresponding with the critical Reynolds numbers found
for full fluidization. Further, the values given are for fluidization, except for the
values given by Duffy, who gives values for the onset of drag reduction, which
occurs prior to fluidization.
As seen, the critical velocities determined in this study are lower than the
velocities given by others for fluidization. At a 10% consistency, the obtained
critical velocities for pine and eucalyptus are 53–62% and 70–80% smaller than the
values for fluidization given by others. Further, they both are clearly (40–60%)
lower than the velocity for the onset of drag reduction given by Duffy.
The behavior of LC suspensions in small pipes has been found to differ from
the behavior seen in larger pipes, as noted in Chapter 2.2.2. The height of the UHC
headbox flow channel is notably smaller than the size of the pipes or valves used
by the other authors. The small channel dimension and the resulting potential
difference in flow behavior could have been the reason for the lower values
obtained in this study.
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Table 14. Critical velocities reported for UHC suspensions. SK denotes softwood kraft,
UBSK unbleached softwood kraft, BSK bleached softwood kraft, and BHK unbleached
hardwood kraft.
Critical velocity

Fiber

(m/s)

type

Reference

Remarks

Consistency (%)
5

10

12

31

SK

Duffy, 1995

Onset of drag reduction, Eq. 6, pine, beaten information
and pipe diameter not given

17

-

-

40–50

-

45–60

UBSK

BSK

Hemström et al.,

Onset of fluidization, Eq. 7, unbeaten, CSF 695, pipe

1976

diameter 100 mm

Gullichsen &

Fluidization, extrapolated from Eq. 7, Hemström et al.

Härkönen, 1981

(1976)

Duffy et al. 2004

Fluidization, data from Francis and Kerekes (1992) for
C=13 %, fully bleached, beaten information not given, valve
diameter 80 mm

≈14

≈19

BSK

Present study

9

12

BHK

Present study

Fluidization, pine, unbeaten, SR 14–17 (CSF 740–660),
channel 3 x 120 mm
Fluidization, eucalyptus, unbeaten, SR 16–17 (CSF 690–
660), channel 3 x 120 mm

Minimum floc size of web
Here a rough comparison with past works is presented, as the method of analysis
used in the studies varied, introducing uncertainties to the comparison.
The minimum floc size obtained here for eucalyptus and pine pulp is 1.5 and
2.5 mm. Thus, the minimum floc size of eucalyptus pulp is twice the fiber length
and of pine pulp roughly equal to the fiber length. The measured floc sizes are about
equal in size to those reported by Bencs (2001), i.e. 1.7 and 2.1 mm for UHC
eucalyptus and pine pulp respectively, and between the values given by others in
the literature. Kerekes et al. (1985) report in their review floc sizes between 5 and
10 mm; Kerekes and Schell (1995) report the floc size of LC suspension to be four
times the fiber length for short fiber, and 1.3 times the fiber length for long fiber;
Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994) give a floc size of 1 mm for UHC pine and birch
pulp.
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4.3.5 Summary and conclusion
The floc size of the flowing suspensions was determined at two locations inside the
headbox. It was found that the floc size of suspension depends positively on the
fiber length and consistency, and negatively on the flow rate. The effect of the fiber
length is predominant. The effect of the rotor depends on the location of the
observation. At the first location, close to the inlet of the headbox, the rotation of
the rotor reduced the floc size notably, while at the second location, close to the
slice of the headbox, the effect of the rotor is less pronounced.
The floc size of the formed web was determined concurrently with the
suspension. It was found that the floc size of the web depends positively on the
fiber length and consistency, negatively on the flow rate and slightly on the rotor’s
rotation. The effect of the fiber length is predominant, while the effect of the
consistency is notable. The relative effect of increasing the flow rate is notable at
lower flow rates, but lessens at higher flow rates. The effect of the rotor is evident
only when the fiber length is high and/or the flow rate is low.
Presenting the floc size of the web as a function of the hydraulic Reynolds
number reveals that as the Reynolds number increases the floc size of the web
reaches its final constant size, which value depends on the crowding number. The
Reynolds number was estimated using the apparent viscosities obtained in this
study and the maximum mean flow velocities inside the headbox, and neglecting
the possible effect of the rotor. Following Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994), the
point where the floc size levels is regarded as the point of full fluidization. The
critical Reynolds number for full fluidization was found to be around 200 for
eucalyptus and 250 for pine pulp. The corresponding critical velocity at a 5–10%
consistency is 9–12 m/s for eucalyptus and 14–19 m/s for pine pulp, respectively.
Thus, at a 10% consistency, the critical velocity for eucalyptus pulp is 70–76% and
for pine pulp 53–62% smaller than the values given in the literature.
The effect of the rotor on the floc size of the web is evident at Reynolds
numbers lower than about 100 for eucalyptus and 150 for pine pulp. In addition,
the effect of the rotor lessens or is non-existent at higher Reynolds numbers. This
indicates that, at higher Reynolds numbers, the various forces induced by the flow
itself are adequate to fluidize the suspension for forming. This finding signifies that
it is feasible to build a headbox with a static flow channel for UHC forming.
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4.4

Basic paper properties of UHC sheets

This chapter presents the very basic paper properties of UHC sheets, namely
formation, geometric tensile strength (in-plane strength), and internal bond (out-ofplane strength). The geometric tensile strength is defined as the square root of the
product of the MD and CD tensile strength. It describes the overall tensile strength.
Below, the visual appearance of UHC sheets is discussed first followed by a
qualitative analysis. The qualitative analysis concerns the dependence of the basic
sheet properties on the flow rate, consistency, rotor rotation, and floc size of the
web.
4.4.1 Visual appearance
Fig. 54 presents images of two UHC sheet samples formed at different
consistencies, namely 6% and 10%, and of a randomly picked commercial copy
paper. The paper samples were photographed on an illuminated desk with a handheld camera. Therefore, dark areas represent flocs. The UHC sheets are made of
unbeaten eucalyptus pulp with no additives or fillers, while the copy paper is,
probably, made of a mixture of short and long fibers with fines and fillers.
A

B

C

Fig. 54. A) UHC sheet, forming consistency of 6% and grammage of 170 g/m2. B) UHC
sheet, forming consistency of 10% and grammage of 330 g/m2. C) Randomly picked
commercial copy paper, grammage of 80 g/m2. The size of the images is approximately
52 x 46 mm.

Despite the difference in furnish, the UHC samples depict the difference in the
nature of formation between LC and UHC. The formation of the UHC sheets
appears to be ‘grainier’ compared with the formation of the copy paper, which is
‘cloudier,’ i.e., the UHC sheets have smaller and more clear-cut flocks in them
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whereas the copy paper has larger and less clear-cut flocks. By mutually compering
the UHC sheet formed at different consistencies it is seen that the higher
consistency (10%) provides somewhat bigger flocs than the lower consistency (5%).
This is consistent with the measured floc sizes of the web presented in Chapter
4.3.2.
The visual appearance of the UHC samples was evaluated during the trials by
a group of people including professors, leading technical experts in both pulp and
papermaking, and the author. Overall, the formation of the UHC sheet was
evaluated as sufficient, and at a 5–6% consistency range as good.
4.4.2 Effect of headbox flow rate and consistency on the basic sheet
properties
Table 15 lists a summary of the effect of headbox flow rate (flow velocity inside
the headbox) and consistency on the basic sheet properties.
Table 15. Summary of the effects of headbox flow rate and consistency on the basic
sheet properties.
Sheet

Headbox

property

flow rate

Normalized beta formation

Consistency

+60 – +100%

+100% (C = 5→10%)

-10 – +10%

-10 – +5%

Bulk

±0 – +5%

-5 – ±0%

Geometric tensile strength

-5 – +10%

-30 – -40%

Internal bond

-15 – +15%

+40 – +65%

Changes in the headbox flow rate, even doubling it, has no significant effect on the
basic sheet properties, whereas, doubling the consistency from 5% to 10% causes
a 40–65% increase in the out-of-plane strength and a 30–40% decrease in the inplane strength.
4.4.3 Effect of rotor on the basic sheet properties
The effect of the rotor on the sheet properties was found to depend on the crowding
number (fiber length and consistency) and Reynolds number (mainly headbox flow
rate). For this reason here the results are summarized similarly with the summary
of floc size of the web (Chapter 4.3.3). I.e., in Fig. 55, Fig. 56, and Fig. 57, each
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result represents the average of three measurements run with different rotor speeds:
1000 rpm in the direction parallel and reverse to mean flow, and 0 rpm. The
deviation bars represent the standard deviation among the three measurements.
Thus, they represent the effect of the rotor on the floc size of the web. The smaller
the deviation bar, the less the effect of the rotor.
Fig. 55 shows the normalized beta formation as a function of the Reynolds
number at three different ranges of the crowding number. The calculation of the
Reynolds number was described in Chapter 4.3.3.

Fig. 55. Beta formation as a function of the Reynolds number at different ranges of the
crowding number. The deviation bars represent the effect of the rotor on the floc size
of the web. The smaller the deviation bar, the less the effect of the rotor.

The rotor affects the beta formation index (rotation improves formation) at a
relatively high crowding number and/or a low Reynolds number. Further, for
eucalyptus the effect of the consistency appears to be non-existent, whereas no
conclusion for pine can be drawn due to the lack of data.
Fig. 56 gives the geometric tensile strength index as a function of the Reynolds
number at the three different ranges of the crowding number.
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Fig. 56. Geometric tensile index as a function of the Reynolds number at different
ranges of the crowding number. The deviation bars represent the effect of the rotor on
the floc size of the web. The smaller the deviation bar, the less the effect of the rotor.

The relative effect of the rotor on the in-plane strength is less than the effect of the
crowding number. Moreover, the longer fiber (pine) provides higher in-plane
strength than the shorter fiber (eucalyptus). And, for a given fiber length
(eucalyptus) the in-plane strength decreases with consistency.
Fig. 57 presents the internal bond as a function of the Reynolds number at the
three different ranges of the crowding number.

Fig. 57. Internal bond as a function of the Reynolds number at different ranges of the
crowding number. The deviation bars represent the effect of the rotor on the floc size
of the web. The smaller the deviation bar, the less the effect of the rotor.
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Similarly to the in-plane strength, the relative effect of the rotor on the internal bond
is less than the effect of the crowding number. Moreover, the out-of-plane strength
increases with consistency and with fiber length, and seems to decrease with
increasing Reynolds numbers.
4.4.4 Basic sheet properties vs. the floc size of the web
Fig. 58 depicts the measured beta formation index of the UHC sheet samples vs.
their corresponding geometric floc size.

Fig. 58. Beta formation index vs. the geometric floc size of the web.

No clear correlation between the beta formation index and the geometric floc size
of the web was found. However, the measurement method and scale between the
two is different, as is the number of measured samples. In determining the average
flock size, the pixel resolution is 0.003 mm2. The pixels are thresholded with their
intensity median so that half are marked as flocs and half as voids. The size of the
flocs is calculated as the length-weighted chord-lengths of the flocs and the average
size is calculated out of a minimum of 200 samples. Beta formation, on the other
hand, measures a local basis weight variation with an aperture area of 0.8 mm2,
typically 3.5 mm apart from each other. The average beta formation index is
calculated from six samples. The floc size gives a measure of the size of the
structure, whereas beta formation describes the local variation of grammage.
Fig. 59 shows the geometric tensile strength of the UHC sheet samples vs. their
corresponding geometric floc size. For a given fiber length, bigger floc size tends
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to provide smaller geometric tensile strength index, as sketched in the chart with
dotted lines

Fig. 59. Geometric tensile strength index vs. the geometric floc size of the web.

As noted in Chapter 2.4, paper sheet that contains a lot of thick areas due to the
presence of flocs also must contain a lot of thin, weak areas adjacent to those flocs.
(Hubbe, 2007) The in-plane tensile strength tester gives a measure of the force
needed to break a sheet sample. Thus, it gives a measure of the weakest point, or
weakest break line, of the paper sheet. An increase in floc size means an increase
in the weak area around the flocs, which could result in lower tensile strength.
Fig. 60 presents the internal bond of the UHC sheet samples vs. their corresponding
geometric floc size. There is a positive linear correlation (R2 = 0.86) between the
out-of-plane strength and floc size of the web. The internal bond increases with the
floc size.
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Fig. 60. Internal bond vs. the geometric floc size of the web.

Fig. 61 illustrates the measuring principle of an internal bond tester. The method
has been standardized by TAPPI (T569 pm-00). A paper sample of size 25 x 25
mm2 is attached to the equipment using two double-sided adhesive tapes. The
pendulum is then released and hits the aluminum bracket, causing the delamination
of the sheet sample. The energy required to split the paper is estimated from the
position reached by the pendulum after the impact.

Fig. 61. Measurement principle for internal bond.

Fig. 62. Sketch of the effect of flocs on the length of the break line.

Hasuike, Masuda, and Bando (1995) characterized 3D sheet structure by splitting
paper into layers using a tape splitting method. They note that the papers do not
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split into even layers since flocs tend to resist splitting. Fig. 62 gives a sketch of the
effect of flocs on the length of the break line. The breakage would occur locally at
the points where the delamination energy is at a minimum. Apparently, the presence
of flocs can cause an increase in breaking length and thus an increase in the
delamination energy.
4.4.5 Comparison to past work
No published data on the beta formation, tensile strength, or internal bond of UHC
(C = 5–10%) sheet was found. The lack of data is probably due to the novelty of
UHC forming.
A comparison with the HC (C ≈ 3%) sheet properties shows that the results
obtained here are similar: formation is flocculated and ‘grainy,’ and an increase in
consistency provides better out-of-plane strength at the expense of in-plane strength.
For HC sheets, tripling the consistency from 1% to 3% provides a 50–100%
increase in internal bond and a 0–45% decrease in the tensile strength index. For
UHC sheets, doubling the consistency from 5% to 10% provides a 40–65% increase
in internal bond and a 30–40% decrease in the tensile strength index.
4.4.6 Summary
The basic paper properties of UHC sheets were evaluated visually and by paper
analysis. Formation of the UHC samples is sufficient or even good, as evaluated
visually by the group of pulp and paper experts. Similarly to the floc size of the
web, the effect of the rotor’s rotation on the basic paper properties is minor
compared to the effect of the crowding number (consistency and fiber length). An
increase in consistency provides higher out-of-plane strength at the expense of inplane strength. In addition, the internal bond depends linearly on the floc size of
the web, whereas the in-plane strength appears to decrease with the floc size.
4.5

3D structure of UHC sheets

This chapter considers the 3D structure of the UHC sheet samples. The 3D structure
was evaluated using X-μCT analysis and the sheet splitting technique. The related
literature review was presented in Chapter 2.6.2 and the experimental device and
method in Chapter 3.4.2.
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4.5.1 X-μCT analysis of fiber orientation
The main motivation for the X-μCT analysis was to confirm the felted structure of
the UHC sheets, i.e. the out-of-plane orientation of their fibers. The out-of-plane
orientation is considered to be behind the increase in the internal bond at the
expense of in-plane tensile strength at higher forming consistencies, as noted in
Chapter 2.5.1.
The reconstructed X-μCT images of the samples were examined both
qualitatively and quantitatively. Below, an overall visual observation is presented
first followed by a numerical analysis.
Table 16 lists the sheet samples for the X-μCT analysis with their basic paper
properties. The paper properties are the average and standard deviation out of six
measurements, whereas the X-μCT analysis was done for two samples cut from
one sample sheet.
Table 16. Sheet samples for X-μCT analysis and their basic paper properties.
Paper

Consis

sample

tency

Sheet property, average ± stdev
Gram Thickness

Bulk

mage

%

g/m²

µm

cm³/g

Beta

Geometric

MD/CD

Floc

formation

tensile

tensile

size

index

strength

strength

of

index

ratio

web

J/m²

-

mm

√g/m

Nm/g

Bond

Euca CT1

6.2

194

347 ± 4

1.79 ± 0.02

1.7 ± 0.1

11.3 ± 0.5

173 ± 6

1.3 ± 0.1

1.7

Euca CT2

10.3

335

536 ± 6

1.68 ± 0.02

1.3 ± 0.1

10.3 ± 0.5

264 ± 34

1.2 ± 0.1

2.1

Euca CT3

5.1

268

491 ± 8

1.84 ± 0.03

1.6 ± 0.3

13.4 ± 0.7

139 ± 7

1.3 ± 0.1

1.6

Euca CT4

8.7

475

834 ± 11

1.75 ± 0.02

-

9.4 ± 0.5

228 ± 20

1.3 ± 0.1

1.8

Pine CT5

5.0

269

410 ± 16

1.53 ± 0.06

2.2 ± 0.3

20.7 ± 1.1

301 ± 72

1.5 ± 0.2

2.9

Pine CT6

9.3

485

710 ± 47

1.53 ± 0.05

-

12.8 ± 0.9

436 ± 62

1.4 ± 0.2

3.5

Ref CT7,

0.017

87

155 ± 1

1.78 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.02 19.7 ± 0.7

130 ± 7

-

-

Euca HS

Qualitative evaluation
Color mapping is a sophisticated method for visualizing local orientations of fiber
networks. Single color mapped in-plane slices of some samples are presented as
examples.
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Fig. 63 depicts the color mapping of a single in-plane slice of the laboratory
handsheet (sample Ref CT7) and of UHC paper sample (Euca CT1). The example
samples were made of eucalyptus pulp, with forming consistencies of 0.017% and
6.2%. In Fig. 63, the horizontal direction of the UHC sheet is parallel with the MD
direction and the vertical with the CD direction, whereas the directions of the
handsheet are arbitrary. The size of the samples is approximately 5 x 3 mm2.
As seen in Fig. 63, the structure of the sheets appears to be different. The fibers
in the UHC sheet appear to be more bundled together compared to the more
standalone fibers in the handsheet. Besides this, the UHC sheet appears to have
some bigger voids.
A

B

Fig. 63. Color mapped single in-plane slice of the paper samples made of eucalyptus
pulp. A) Laboratory handsheet sample Ref CT7 made at a 0.017% consistency. B) UHC
sheet sample Euca CT1 made at a 6.2% consistency.

A

B

Fig. 64. Color mapped single in-plane slice of the sheet samples. A) UHC sheet sample
Euca CT2 made of eucalyptus pulp at a 10.3% consistency. B) UHC sheet sample Pine
CT6 made of pine at a 9.3% consistency
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Fig. 64 shows the color mapped single in-plane illustration of a UHC paper sample
made of eucalyptus at a 10.3% consistency (sample Euca CT2) and a UHC paper
sample made of pine pulp at a 9.3% consistency (Pine CT6). The size of the samples
is approximately 5 mm in the MD direction and 3 mm in the CD direction. By
mutually comparing the images in Fig. 63 and Fig. 64, it appears that the overall
structure of the UHC sheet samples is similar, despite the mutual difference in
consistency or fiber length between the samples. The fibers in the UHC sheets seem
to be laid by a vortical flow with some voids between the fiber bundles.
Fig. 65 presents a single out-of-plane slice of four sheet samples together with
the illustration of layered and felted sheet structures. The size of the images varies
as the thickness of the sheets varies between 150 and 540 μm as listed in the
caption. The vertical direction of the slices is parallel with the z direction and the
horizontal direction of the UHC samples is parallel with the MD direction.

Fig. 65. Single out-of-plane slices of the sheet samples. A) Handsheet Ref CT7;
eucalyptus, consistency of 0.017%, thickness of 150 μm. B) UHC sheet Euca CT1;
consistency of 6.2%, thickness of 350 μm. C) UHC sheet Euca CT2; consistency of
10.3%, thickness of 540 μm. D) UHC sheet Pine CT5, consistency of 5.0%, thickness of
410 μm. E) Illustration of a layered sheet structure. F) Illustration of a felted sheet
structure. (E and F modified from Grundström et al., 1976).
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The images in Fig. 65 reveal that the structure of UHC sheets does not resemble
the illustrated felted structure, but is rather similar to the handsheet.
Quantitative analysis
Fig. 66 depicts the angles of fiber orientation within a sheet. The θ angle represents
the out-of-plane orientation and the ϕ angle represents the in-plane orientation. The
angles are defined such that they value vary between -90 and +90°.

Fig. 66. Schematic diagram of the orientation angles of a sheet.

Fig. 67 shows the normalized probability density of the θ angle for three eucalyptus
samples. The legend lists the samples, with their forming consistencies, in the order
of their maximum y-axis value in the chart.
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Fig. 67. Normalized probability density of the θ angle for the UHC eucalyptus sheet run
with a slice opening of 2.8 mm at two different consistencies, C=6.2% and 10.3%, and
of the reference handsheets formed at a 0.017% consistency.

The probability density of the θ angle describes the out-of-plane distribution of the
fiber orientation. The higher the peak, the fewer the fibers that are oriented out-ofplane, or in other words, the more the fibers that are in-plane oriented. Fig. 67
demonstrates that the in-plane orientation of fibers in stronger in the UHC sheets
than in the reference handsheet.
Fig. 68 puts forward the normalized probability density of the θ angle for all
the measured samples. The legend lists the samples, with their forming
consistencies, in the order of their maximum y-axis value in the chart.
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Fig. 68. Normalized probability density of the θ angle for the tested UHC sheets made of
eucalyptus (Euca) or pine (Pine) pulp and for the reference (Ref) handsheets made of
eucalyptus pulp. The legend lists the samples with their forming consistencies in the
order of the maximum y-axis values.

The ‘degree of planarity’ is chosen as a measure for the share of the population
within an θ angle of -20–+20°. The values for the samples are given in Table 17.
The degree of planarity of the UHC sheet is 60–75% while that of the handsheet
less than 50%.
Table 17. Degree of planarity of the sheet samples.
Sheet sample

Euca CT1 Euca CT2 Euca CT3 Euca CT4

Pine CT5

Pine CT6

Ref CT7,
Euca HS

Forming consistency (%)

6.2

10.3

5.1

8.7

5.0

9.3

0.017

Degree of planarity (%)

60

58

60

57

74

68

48

Table 17 demonstrates the following results:
–
–
–

Overall the fiber orientation of the UHC sheets is more planar than of the
reference handsheet;
Longer fiber (pine) provides a higher degree of planarity than shorter fiber
(eucalyptus); and
The degree of planarity of the UHC sheets formed at a 5–6% consistency (CT1
and CT3) is stronger than of the UHC sheets formed at a 9–10% consistency
(CT2 and CT4).
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Fig. 69 lays out the normalized probability density of the ϕ angle for all the
measured samples. The legend lists the samples, with their forming consistencies,
following the order of their maximum value in the chart.

Fig. 69. Normalized probability density of the ϕ angle for the tested UHC sheets made
of eucalyptus (Euca) or pine (Pine) pulp and for the reference (Euca Ref7) handsheets
made of eucalyptus pulp. The legend lists the samples with their forming consistencies
in the order of the maximum y-axis values.

According to the analysis, the MD orientation of the UHC sheets is weak. This is
supported by the visual analysis, where the vortical in-plane orientation of fibers
was noted, and also by the low MD/CD tensile strength ratios of the UHC samples
(1.2–1.5).
The mean ϕ angle of some samples deviates from 0-angle. This is considered
to result from either a slight misalignment of the sample cutting with the MD
direction or the local fiber orientation being due to the vortical in-plane structure
noted in the visual evaluation above.
4.5.2 Sheet splitting
One limitation of the X-μCT method is the size of the samples. To fit the samples
into the field of view of the X-ray scanner, the sample size was approximately 5 x
3 mm2. To evaluate the 3D structure of a larger sample size, the sheet splitting
method with qualitative visual analysis was utilized.
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Fig. 70 illustrates as an example images of a split UHC paper sample (Euca
CT1). The size of the split samples is approximately 100 x 30 mm2 in the MD x
CD directions.

Fig. 70. Layers of a UHC sheet samples split using the adhesive tape method. The top
side is number 1, the wire side number 11.

One defect of the sheet splitting method is that the tape delamination does not
strictly split the paper samples into even layers, since some flocs tend to resist
splitting. (Hasuike et al., 1995) This seems to be the case here. The adhesive tape
used typically splits an 80 g/m2 sheet into 20 layers. The grammage of the example
UHC sheet is 194 g/m2, and yet it split only into 11 layers, while each layer includes
clearly distinguishable flocs. Moreover, the splitting direction shows in the layers,
especially on the top side of the sheet (layers 2–5).
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Despite its limitations, the sheet splitting of the UHC samples verifies the
flocculated, grainy structure of the UHC sheets.
4.5.3 Comparison to past work
It was found that fibers in UHC sheets are more in-plane oriented than fibers in the
reference handsheets. The result contradicts the general assumption. It has been
assumed since the 1970s that at higher forming consistencies, the thickening type
of dewatering results in a felted sheet structure with an out-of-plane fiber
orientation.
The sheet splitting analysis confirmed that the structure of the UHC sheets is
flocculated and ‘grainy.’ The structure of HC sheets has also been noted to be
‘grainy’ by several researchers. However, the definition of ‘grainy’ formation
remains subjective. In this study, grainy refers to a structure having small clear-cut
flocs, whereas in HC studies grainy formation refers to fiber structures with smaller
and harder flocs than what is seen in the cloudy formation produced by LC forming,
as was noted in Chapter 2.5.1.
4.5.4 Summary and conclusions
The main motivation for the X-μCT analysis was to confirm the felted structure of
the UHC sheets, i.e. the out-of-plane orientation of the fibers. However, the X-μCT
analysis reveals that the fiber orientation of UHC sheets is planar.
The 3D analysis confirms that the overall structure of the UHC sheets is
flocculated and grainy. Grainy refers to a structure having small clear-cut flocs.
This indicates that the fluidization occurred mainly at the floc level.
An integrated comparison of the paper properties and 3D structure between the
5–6% and 9–10% forming consistencies can be summarized as follows:
–

–
–
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The X-μCT analysis (Chapter 4.5.1) revels that the fiber orientation in the UHC
sheets is planar while the difference in the degree of planarity between the two
forming consistency ranges is small;
The paper analysis verifies (Chapter 4.4.2) that higher consistency provides
higher internal bond, but lower tensile strength;
The floc size analysis shows (Chapter 4.3.2) that higher consistency provides
bigger floc size; and

–

The paper analysis (Chapter 4.4.4) illustrates that the internal bond correlates
linearly with the floc size of the web, while the tensile strength seems to
decrease with the floc size.

In consequence, the increase in the internal bond at the expense of the in-plane
strength with the consistency increase appears to result from the more flocculated
structure rather than from the z-directional fiber orientation.
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5

Discussion

5.1

Answering the research question

The hypothesis of this thesis was that by utilizing a rotor and by eliminating the
free jet, UHC suspensions can be fluidized and formed into sheet at commercial
speeds. The hypothesis was based on the findings of previous studies.
The latter two assumptions were proved to be valid. During the preliminary
trials, the wedge, the supported forming zone, was observed to be critical for
successful forming at UHC. In addition, the primary experiments demonstrated that
the new UHC pilot former can form uniform webs with sufficient or even good
formation at a 5–10% consistency and machine speeds of 150–700 m/min.
The first assumption of the hypothesis proved to be incorrect. It was found that
UHC suspensions can be formed into sheets without the assistance of the rotor up
to a consistency of 12% with eucalyptus pulp and 10% with pine pulp, providing
that the flow rate in the headbox is sufficiently high.
The objectives of this thesis were fulfilled, as the commercial feasibility of
UHC forming was demonstrated, knowledge was gained on the fluidization of
UHC suspension both in the laboratory shear device and in the headbox, and the
effects of selected process parameters on forming and on the basic sheet properties
were determined. New knowledge on fluidization, forming, and the dependence of
sheet properties on consistency has been produced as summarized with the
theoretical and practical implications below.
5.2

Theoretical implications

The critical Reynolds number for full fluidization to occur in the UHC headbox
was found to be around 200 for eucalyptus and 250 for pine. Full fluidization was
regarded as a state where the floc size of the web reaches its final constant size, as
suggested by Hietaniemi and Gullichsen (1994). The final floc size depends on the
crowding number. Reynolds numbers were estimated using the linear fits of
apparent viscosity found in this study and the maximum mean flow velocities inside
the headbox, and neglecting the possible effect of the rotor’s rotation. The
corresponding critical flow velocities at 5–10% consistency are 9–12 m/s for a
eucalyptus pulp and 14–19 m/s for a pine pulp, respectively. At a 10% consistency,
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the critical velocity for eucalyptus pulp is 76–70% and for pine pulp 62–53%
smaller than the values given in the literature. (Gullichsen and Härkönen, 1981)
Earlier research (Bencs, 2001; Cichoracki et al., 2001; Gullichsen and
Härkönen, 1981) postulates that fluidization and thus the forming of UHC
suspension at commercial speeds requires an active element such as a rotor. The
findings of this study contradict the postulation. It was demonstrated that forming
at UHC is possible with the rotor standing still, providing the flow rate inside the
headbox is sufficiently high while the machine speed is within the commercial
target area. The effect of the rotor on the floc size of the web is evident at Reynolds
numbers lower than around 100 for eucalyptus and 150 for pine pulp, but the effect
of the rotor lessens or is non-existing at higher Reynolds numbers. This indicates
that, at the higher a Reynolds number, the various forces induced by the flow itself
are adequate for fluidizing the suspension for forming.
The wedge, the supported forming zone, i.e., the elimination of the free jet, was
observed to be critical for successful forming at UHC. Further, the wedge was
found to have optimum settings independent of the other tested process parameters.
These findings are new.
The formation of the UHC sheet is flocculated, grainy. Grainy refers to a
structure having small clear-cut flocs. This indicates that the fluidization occurred
mainly at floc level. The flocculated, grainy, structure resembles the observed
structure of HC sheets. (Grundström et al., 1973; Malashenko, 1998; Sandgren,
1996; Waris, 1988)
The X-μCT analysis revealed that the fiber orientation of the UHC sheets is
planar. In addition, the floc size and paper analysis showed that the floc size of the
web increases with consistency, the internal strength increases linearly with the floc
size, and the tensile strength appears to decrease with increasing floc size. In
consequence, it is postulated that the increase in the out-of-plane strength at the
expense of in-plane strength with the consistency increase results from a more
flocculated structure rather than from an out-of-plane fiber orientation. This
postulation contradicts the generally accepted perception that at higher
consistencies the behavior of the strengths is due to the felted structure having a
three-dimensional fiber orientation. (Grundström et al. 1975, 1976; Niskanen and
Pakarinen, 2008; Waris, 1988)
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5.3

Practical implications

The findings of this study demonstrate that UHC forming is possible at commercial
speeds without an active element, such as a rotor, signifying that it is feasible to
design a headbox with a static flow channel for commercial UHC forming.
The critical speed of full fluidization at a 10% consistency was found to be 50–
80% lower than the values given in the literature. The apparent viscosities were
found to depend linearly, not exponentially, on consistency. These findings signify
that it is feasible to build a vessel in which the energies required to generate
fluidization and maintain the fluidized state would be less than are typically
reported in the literature.
The operational range of the pilot UHC former is wide: consistencies of 1–15%,
machine speeds of 150–1000 m/min, and grammages of 25–1100 g/m2. For
example, 500 g/m2 sheets were formed at machine speeds of up to 700 m/min. Thus,
the UHC forming method enables the forming of heavy grade products in a simple
manner, with a single headbox.
The UHC headbox was mounted on a pilot former designed for LC forming.
The new approach system was constructed, but the wire section was not modified.
This together with the wide operational range of the UHC headbox indicates that
the forming method is feasible for rebuilds.
5.4

Recommendations for future study

Below the recommendations for future study are listed following the order of
content of this study rather than their individual importance.
Fluidization in the rotary shear device
The fluidization power of the UHC suspension depends on freeness, as observed
during the commissioning of the laboratory-scale rotary device. The fluidization
power of eucalyptus pulp at a 10% consistency was 30% higher at SR 21 than at
SR 18 (or 16). The difference is notable.
To attained fluidization, the yield stress needs to be exceeded throughout the
suspension. The yield stress of a suspension is known to depend strongly on
consistency, but it also depends on the pulping process, Kappa number, fiber length,
coarseness, freeness, and temperature (Ch. 2.2.1). Therefore, it is justified to
assume that fluidization is affected by these fiber properties.
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Research on fluidizing UHC suspensions has been focused on the effect of
consistency. Because the UHC forming is based on fluidization, the other properties
affecting fluidization would be worth studying.
Fluidization in the UHC headbox
At the outset of this study it was assumed that the rotor fluidizes the suspension
inside the headbox and the wedge prevents reflocculation. These assumptions
originated from previous studies. However, the pilot-scale trials showed that the
effect of the rotor on UHC forming is minor or non-existent, providing the flow
rate is sufficiently high.
As noted in Chapters 4.1.2 and 4.3.4, the main differences between the
previous and present UHC headboxes were the flow rates and the initial state of
suspension entering the ‘fluidization zone.’ The flow rates of the present UHC
headbox were 2.3–12 times higher than those in the previous UHC headbox.
Besides, in the present UHC headbox the initial motion of suspension was created
by the pump, whereas in the previous UHC headbox it was created solely by the
rotor.
In the forming section, the evenness of an LC suspension fiber distribution can
be improved via turbulence (rotational flow), elongational flow, and an oriented
shear field. In the headbox and the wedge the UHC suspension is exposed to all
these forces and more. There is impingement onto the rotor surface, extensional
motion, agitation by the various ‘bumps’ on the flow channel, sudden turning in the
slice channel, and shearing in the wedge. The UHC fiber network probably
dampens the agitation, while local vortices may enhance floc disruption or dense
flocs, both known to occur in LC and both conceivable in UHC. However, at this
point it is not possible to distinguish the relative importance of all the activity
occurring inside the headbox or wedge, as not enough is known about the behavior
of UHC fiber suspensions. Thus, further research on the fluidization of UHC
suspensions is needed.
Length of the ‘fluidization zone’
The 3D analysis confirmed that the overall structure of the UHC sheets is
flocculated, grainy. This indicates that the fluidization occurs mainly at floc level.
As noted in Chapter 2.3.3, research on the floc rupture of LC suspensions has
indicated that irrotational flow disperses flocs more effectively than rotational flow,
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and that shear flow acts slowly but breaks up flocs completely. In addition, it has
been found that the mechanisms of flow and flocculation of LC suspensions in
relatively small pipes are very different from those observed in larger pipes. Thus,
the fiber-level fluidization of UHC suspensions might be possible, and therefore
worth studying, by extending the length of the narrow channel part before the slice
opening and/or the length of the wedge, or using a similar, sufficiently long flow
channel.
Wedge
As the wedge, the supported forming zone, was found to be crucial for successful
UHC forming at commercial speeds, it deserves to be better known and studied.
Flocculated structure
The formation of the UHC sheets was found to be flocculated, grainy. The grainy
formation may negatively affect the finishing of the end product, such as coating
or printing. However, this issue was out of the scope of this study and should be
considered in a future study. If the flocs were soft enough they might not affect
finishing, or the issue might disappear if the flocs are able to disintegrate further as
discussed above and below.
Knowledge of the actual structure of the flocs or fiber network and their rupture
would benefit the future development of UHC forming. Taking into account the
general difficulty of measuring fiber suspension flows and structures, and the
dynamic nature of fluidization phenomena, direct multiphase modeling might
prove to be an adequate method for shedding light on the matter.
Chemical additives
The first commercial application aimed for in this study was pulp drying lines.
According to the target, unbeaten chemical pulps without any chemical additives
or fillers were chosen as furnish. However, as noted in Chapter 2.3, various
chemicals are known to promote fluidization of suspensions and/or prevent
reflocculation by decreasing viscosity, suppressing turbulence, or decreasing fiber
friction. Therefore, future studies should consider the effects of the chemical
additives on UHC forming.
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Carrier phase
The recent developments in foam forming could provide a new approach to UHC
forming. If a fluidized UHC suspension could be spread uniformly into a foam, the
small air bubbles could act as a mechanical barrier between fibers. Supposing that
this foam could prevent reflocculation at UHC, the wedge might not be needed.
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Appendix 1

Fig. 71. Geometric floc sizes at the three locations of visualization for eucalyptus pulp
with consistencies of 5.1–10.3%, run with the rotor standing still. The consistencies and
flow rates of the test point are given in Table 18 below.

Fig. 72. Geometric floc sizes at the three locations of visualization for eucalyptus pulp
with consistencies of 5.1–10.3%, run with the rotor rotating 1000 rpm parallel with the
mean flow of the suspension. The consistencies and flow rates of the test points are
given in Table 18 below.
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Fig. 73. Geometric floc sizes at the three locations of visualization for eucalyptus pulp
with consistencies of 5.1–10.3%, run with the rotor rotating 1000 rpm reverse to the
mean flow of the suspension

Fig. 74. Geometric floc sizes at the three locations of visualization for pine pulp with
consistencies of 5.8% and 8.7%, run with the rotor rotating 0, 1000 rpm reverse to
(marked with dashed lines), or parallel with the mean flow of suspension flow. The rotor
speeds, consistencies, and flow rates of the test points are given in Table 18 below.
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Table 18. Consistency, rotor speed and flow rates of the test points shown in Figures
70-74.
Mark

Rotor speed

C

Q

[rpm]

[%]

[l/s]

Mark

Rotor speed

C

Q

[rpm]

[%]

[l/s]

E1

1000 Par.

6.2

1.7

E21

1000 Par.

5.1

5.5

E2

0

6.2

1.7

E22

0

5.1

5.5

E3

1000 Rev.

6.2

1.7

E23

1000 Rev.

5.1

5.5

E4

1000 Par.

6.2

2.4

E24

1000 Par.

5.1

3.4

E5

0

6.2

2.4

E25

0

5.1

3.4

E6

1000 Rev.

6.2

2.4

E26

1000 Rev.

5.1

3.4

E7

1000 Par.

6.2

3.4

E27

1000 Par.

5.1

5.5

E8

0

6.2

3.4

E28

0

8.7

5.5

E9

1000 Rev.

6.2

3.4

E29

1000 Rev.

8.7

5.5

E10

1000 Par.

6.2

1.8

P1

1000 Par.

5.8

3.3

E11

1000 Rev.

10.3

1.7

P2

1000 Rev.

5.8

3.3

E12

1000 Par.

10.3

2.8

P3

1000 Par.

5.8

3.3

E13

0

10.3

2.8

P4

1000 Par.

5.8

5.4

E14

1000 Rev.

10.3

2.8

P5

0

5.8

5.4

E15

1000 Par.

10.3

3.4

P6

1000 Rev.

5.8

5.4

E16

0

10.3

3.4

P7

1000 Par.

5.8

4.3

E17

1000 Rev.

10.3

3.4

P8

1000 Rev.

9.3

4.3

E18

1000 Par.

5.1

3.4

P9

1000 Par.

9.3

6.5

E19

0

5.1

3.4

P10

0

9.3

6.5

E20

1000 Rev.

5.1

3.4

P11

1000 Rev.

9.3

6.5
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Appendix 2
Table 19. Measurement methods of fiber and paper properties.
Measured property
Grammage
Density
Formation
Tensile strength

Standard, method, and/or equipment used
SCAN-P 6:75, expect the sample size of 100 x 150 mm2
SCAN-P 7:75
Beta Ambertec Formation Tester
ISO 1924-2

Internal bond

TAPPI T 569 pm-00, Huygen Internal Bond Tester

Consistency

SCAN-C 17:64

Schopper-Riegler degree

ISO 5267-1

Fiber length

kajaani FS300

Coarseness

kajaani FS300
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